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1.1: LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this unit, the learners will be able to:
 Understand the social structure of Odisha during medieval Odisha.


Understand the position of women in Odisha through ages.



Know the culculturalrmony of Odisha



Evaluate the major fairs and festivals of Odisha

1.2: INTRODUCTION
With a glorious historical and cultural ancestry straddling around 2000 years, the modern
state Odisha make a firm stand in the pages of the history of the nation. Its history
and culture are in numerous ways separate from those of the northern Indian territories and
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many simplifications that are made about Indian history do not hold good for the Odia
region.In ancient times Odisha was the royal seat of political power being known then, by
the name of Kalinga. The temple of Angkor Vat is a classic architectural example of Odia
influence on Cambodian temple architecture. Some regions of Sri Lanka, Java, Bali,
Sumatra, Vietnam and Thailand were colonized by the people from Odisha . However,
medieval Odisha originated ad fusion of Indo- Islamic culture and after reading this unit we
will be able to understand its impact on the state.

1.3: GENESIS OF THE NAME OF THE STATE ORISSA
Orissa, the name of the State is derived from the Sanskrit word Odra Vishaya or
Odra Desa. Sanskrit and Pali literature refer the people of Odra as Odroh and
Oddoka respectively. Pliny and Ptolmy the famous Greek writers’ described the
Odra people as Orates. In the Mahabharata epic the name Odra is mentioned along
with the Paundras, Utkalas, Mekalas, Kalingas and Andhras. While Manu
mentioned the name Odras with the Paundrakas, Dravidas, Kambojas, Yavanas,
Sakas, Paradas, Pullhavos, China, Kiratas and Khasas. The Greek writer Pliny in his
book Natural History had underlined the location of the territory Odra. It has been
mentioned that, the Oretes were inhabited the country where stand the mount
Maleus. So, it is presumed that, the Greek Oretes is Sanskrit Odra and the mount
Maleus has been identified with Malayagiri near Pallahada. The Chinese pilgrim
Hiuen-Tsang who visited Odisha in about 636 A.D. given an account of the territory
named Wu-Cha which is very likely the same as Odra. According to him Wu-Cha
country was above 7,000 li or (2,253 Km) in circuit and its capital was 20 li, which
suggest its extensiveness.
Ibn Khurdabhih, a Muslim geographer in his book Geography in 846 A.D. refers a
territory called Ursfin which is identified with Odra Desa by the Russian scholar
V.Minonsky. Alberuni in his famous work on India written in the 11th century A.D.
has referred a territory called ‘Odravisau’ located 50 forsakhs (equal to 200 miles or
321.86 Km) towards the sea in the south from the confluence of Prayag. Hence,
Udra Vishaya may be the same as Odra Desa.
A bunch of Muslim chronicles in the medieval time such as, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri,
Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Riyaz-us-Salatin, and Tarikh-i-Firuzshahi, the Odra territory has
been referred to as Jajnagar. The Jajnagar territory very probably denotes to the
Ganga empire during the period. After the transference of the capital from Jajatinagar
to Banarasi Kataka by Anangabhima Deva III, Muslim Chroniclers continued to call this
territory as Jajnagar.

It wa s Sha ms-i-Siraj Afif called this territory a s Jajna gar-Udisa with its
capital city Banara s. Udisa is a developed form of the word Ursfin or
Urshin u sed by the earlier Mu slim writers of 9th and 10th century A.D.
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We fou nd the word Odivisa or Udivisa in the work of Bu ddhist writers
Lama Taranath (Pug-Sam-Jon-Zang). In Tantric literature Tantrasara,
Jagannath ha s been referred as Udisanatha. Poet Sarala Da s in his Oriya
Mahabharata mention the word Odra Ra stra or Odisa. Gaja pati king
Ka pilendra Deva (1435-67 A.D.) calls his kingdom Odisa Rajya in his
procla mation inscribed on the Ja ga nna th temple wall. Since then the
land ha s been called Udisa.
1.4: ODISHA AS AN INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATIVE ENTITY
The History of Odisha as an independent administrative entity and changes in its
component parts has been dealt by the historian and research scholar equally, yet
the records of Odisha StateGazetteer is more authentic with substantial proves, the
record narrates as thus, On the height of their power in the 15th century A.D., the
Gajapati kings of Odisha ruled over a kingdom, extending from Gangas in the north
to the Korea in the far South. But already in the early 16th century, the Gajapatis
lost great portions of their Southern dominion to Vijayanagar and Golkonda empire.
The dismemberment of the Oriya - speaking central region began immediately after
the downfall of the kingdom in 1568 AD, when the present Ganjam district was
conquered by Golkonda ruler and when, in the early 17th century, the districts from
the North to the river Subarnarekha were annexed to the Bengal Subah of the
Mughal empire. The fate of Odisha was further determined in 1751 A.D. when the
Marathas merely conquered Central and Western Orissa where as Southern and
Northern Odisha remained under the rule of the Nizam of Hyderabad and the
Nawab of Bangal respectively. And when, in the year 1803 A.D., Odisha was
finally conquered by the East India Company, the districts of Ganjam and
Midnapoer, already several decades ago, had become the part of its fast extending
territory.
The East India company had no intention of unifying the Oriya speaking territories
which had conquered piece by piece during a period of more than half a century.
On the contrary, after further reorganization of those Oriya-speaking areas which
lay outside the Odisha division, the Oriyas were administered by the separate
political authorities, i.e., Bangal and its Orissa Division. Chhota Nagpur, the Central
Provinces, Madras and the Garhjat Mahals of feudatory states of Orissa.The
formation of separate province of Orissa in April 1st, 1936 A.D. may be regarded as
one of the landmarks in the history of the evolution of the Indian Union. It is
basically a demand of linguistic state.
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1.5: A GLIMPSE OF ODISHA
Odisha extends from 17”49'N to 22”34‘N latitude and from 81”29’E- 87”29’E
longitudes on the eastern coast of India. It has an area of about 1, 55,707 square
K.M. (4.74% of Indian Land Mass).It has Coast line of about 480 K.M. and
Continental Shelf Area-32279 Square K.M. Forest area - 58.135 Square K.M.
(37.3% of State Area). The land of Odisha since pre-historic days has been
inhabitate by various peoples. The earliest settlers were Primitive hill tribes.
Although pre-historic communities can not be identified. The state has a total
area of 15, 5707 sq. k.m. which is equivalent to 4.74 percent of the total area of
India which is spread in thirty districts. Odisha situated on the eastern sea board of
India, enjoys a tropical monsoon type of climate like most other parts of the
country. Its annual average rainfall is about 200 cm. The South-West monsoon
normally sets in the second week of June and by second week of October the SouthWest monsoon withdraw from Odisha.
1.6:SOCIAL STRUCTURE DURING MEDIEVAL ODISHA
During medieval period in Odisha the Muslim rules began in an era of religious
toleration sponsored by Akbar. Odisha could not remain away from the mainstream of India’s political, social, economical and religious life. It was for the first
time that, emperor Akbar started the policy of India for Indians, service was opened
to the talent, absolute freedom of conscience was allowed. Peaceful co-existence
was the orders of the day. It may be noted here that, though the Muslims
population in Odisha is the smallest yet the legacies of the Muslim and its impact
are in no way insignificant. The general relation among the Muslims and the
Hindus is cordial and characterized by good-will, toleration and mutual love.
The Hindu constituted the majority of the population in the Odishan society and
Varnasramadharma was the basis of their social stratification. But, it had to
accommodate the Muslims, the new entrants within the social structure. The Hindu
society was split up into major classes viz., Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and
Shudras. Among them the Brahmins enjoyed a very high position in the society and
they performed the duties of both religious and secular, Kshatriya, next to them in
status performed various military and administrative duties. The Khandaits and
Karanas were two other social groups who also enjoyed post and privileges in the
administrative circle and held equal position with Khastriyas. The third social
structure comprised a large number of occupational groups.
They were
agriculturist, artisans and traders. Their social status depended on the nature of
dignity of their professions and possessions of material. At the last category were
the people of untouchable who performed duties for the above upper class. It is
interesting to know that, the Hindu society of Odisha did not rigidly follow them.
As has been stated earlier the Muslims who settled down in Orissa constituted a
small group. Islam in Orissa had taken, by and large, an Indian garb, socially and
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culturally and assumed a character peculiarly Indian texture and in spirit
distinguishable from those of the faithful of other lands. The doctrine of absolute
equality and democratic functioning of social institutions which Islam so ardently
preached got garbled under conditions into one of graded equality and social
hierarchy. This is what enabled it to become a part and parcel of general Indian
psyche to produce a composite culture of its own identity.
The Muslims of Odisha, the social structure they created for themselves was purely
Indians, what mattered most in the Indian polity, essentially secular, was the social
structure than ecclesiastical beliefs, faiths could be different and could be changed
at will but the social mould was pre-determined and rigid, as in other parts of India
one had little control over the choice of occupation. Thus, Islam, despite its
egalitarian philosophy, came in India to be divided into at least two broad social
orders. The higher and the lower, (i) those of the foreign extraction, calling
themselves Shorafa or Ashrof, consisting mostly of foreign Muslim nobles and
soldiers and of converted Hindus of higher castes, (ii) those of the Indian origin
called Ajlaf comprising converted Hindus of lower castes or even of artisans and
workmen of foreign extraction who had settled in India in their profession. The
Muslims of foreign extraction known as Ashrofs claimed superior status over the
Muslims of Indian origin because of their link with Arabia, Persia, Turkistan etc.
They seemed to be the most privileged class in the society, from the above points it
can be summed up that, the Muslim social structure began to split up on the lines of
established Hindu caste system. But, whatever may be the fact and reason, the
distinct identity of Islam was still maintained, with its unity of command as
exemplified by firm faith in one God, One Prophet and one Book as the supreme
arbiter. Whatever the diffusion and differentiation in social and personal behaviors.
All the thoughts and behaviors had to conform to these cardinal principles of faith.
During the course of its acceptance in Orissa, Islam had, no doubt, acquired native
variations and distinctions.
Another factor which Orissan Muslim kept
distinguished from others with its near about lack of taboos. In the Hindu society it
is the rigid code of social behavior binding individuals into different groups or caste
of distinct sociological and economic character which has kept the Hindu society as
a well-recognized entity.However, there is a central idea which has run like a line of
fate in the Orissan psyche, transferring the sole purpose of life unified and
meaningful institutional frame work. The theory of Law of Karma or retributive
justice, which is believed to operate the processes of creation, conservation and
destruction in the endless chain of births and deaths, progression and regression,
according to this law, is the result of one’s own Karma. Which includes not only
concrete actions, but even the thought-processes of individuals. This a unique
accommodative spirit of Hinduism on Orissan people.It was added the spirit of
Islam with its own scheme of retributive justice, not believing in the succession of
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births and deaths but in life fully lived in this very existence. However, death still
had its own fascination irrespective of religious theories. The vision of succession
of life, death being only an interlude was alluring to imaginative minds. Islam does
not believe in this, but reverberation of such thoughts are heard in the works of
early Muslim poet like, Malik Mohammed Jaysi, whose story in Padmavat is a
beautiful synthesis of Hindu-Muslim view of life.
For an enduring fusion of Hindu-Muslim unity that is found in Odishan society we
have to go to the common mass of people, their mores and attitudes. A broad
humanitarian approach and outlook to life, sense of tolerance, and amity not only
amongst themselves but in relation to their Hindu brethren also, with whom social
and economic ties were many and indissoluble in the circumstances, emerged in the
social relationship between Hindu-Muslim in Odisha. Thus, there were common
occasions of Joy and Sorrow for both the communities.
1.7: FESTIVALS OF ODISHA
The festivals celebrated in Odishan society are intended to purify the soul to turn
away malicious influences between Hindus and Muslims, to mend evil deeds and to
bring a change in the monotonous mechanical social life of man. Festivals also
stimulate the vital forces of life to the cyclical change of nature and that is why the
term Utsava is used as a substitute for generation of power and energy. In certain
festivals invariably involves special kind of eating and drinking (by way of
breaking of fast during the Muslim month of Ramadhan). Festivals in Odisha
include not only feasting but also sometimes dancing, singing and marry-making in
a religious manner. Thus festivals sole purpose is to render joy.
Festivals in Odisha, where peoples strongly believed that through ceremonial
observation of its one can identify himself with the sacred times and can attain
longevity, glory and total bliss in life. Odisha is a land of festivals and the festivals
are mostly agriculture based. There is a saying in Odisha, which goes as such, bara
masara tera parva oryatra’. English translation: ‘thirteen festivals in twelve
months’, which are observed by the people. In Odisha both Hindu and Muslim
observed Eid, Holi, Muharrum etc. with traditional gaiety and fervour, which
indicates Odishan unique place in India for her composite culture.
Holi, the festival of spring, with sprinkling of colour on each other and a Joyous
abandon, had even fascinated even of those of foreign origin. Tughras a Persian
poem reflected the sense of joy on the occasion of Holi. Similarly, Muharrum was
an occasion Odisha are not concerned with the right or wrong of the battle of
Karbala (located in Iraq), but Hazrat Imam Hussain and his companion were to
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them those great figures of history, whom the Hindu mind associated with a halo
bordering on divinity on account of their superhuman character.
Realization of God is a gift of the divine rather than a product of the mind. The
common mass of the people, however, had nothing to do with such a subtlety. It
was enough for them that God of the Islamic conception was to be propitiated and
supplicated. Moreover, when in Hindu mind all phenomena of nature were so many
manifestation of God’s majesty, how could it allow the Islamic conception of God
as its very own exclusively. Hence, in Orissa Miansaheb and Khansaheb a general
name for Muslim to call him or to invite his attention for naming Miansaheb a
revered word for the Muslim is used for Muslims in Orissa. Many Hindu who
converted to Islam continued their old attitude towards society, economic and
religion. Many pious and devout Muslims, in respects to the sentiments of their
Hindu brethren would give them material and financial help in constructing their
temples. If there were marauders who destroyed temple and idols in their blind
fanaticism. Emperor Aurangzeb during his tenure followed such Odisha. Although
it is true that, temples of Orissa were ordered for demolition by the Muslim rulers
the orders were not faithfully carried out by the local Muslim subedars. Aurangzeb
imperial decree of 1669 A.D order for destruction of new constructed temple were
not carried out by local Muslim subahdars, which suggested the leniency of local
Muslims.
There were various reason responsible for the social intercourse between the Hindus
and the Muslims which evolved common ways of living in all its aspects. Firstly,
peace needs proper governmental organization or administrative apparatus. This is
only possible when some adherence to standard of justice among various classes is
observed. Which implies an outward respect for, and tolerance to their deep-rooted
sentiments. The Muslims may not ridicule Hindu manners in public. As a matter of
reverenced the Muslims soon learned to admire and assimilate with Orissan
customs. Secondly, the Muslims had not come here in large numbers, especially
they had not brought females with them naturally marriage with the Orissan female
became frequent we find various such examples of Muslim male marrying Hindu
female. Hence, the Hindu women introduced their social customs in their new
homes. Further, the village people in spite of their conversion to Islam continued to
follow their customs and mixed freely with their Hindu brethren. Thirdly, Muslim
and Hindu saints attracted followers from the two faiths and this also led to
exchange of social courtesies and customs. Lastly, the artistic and literary
patronage extended by the Muslim rulers to Hindu scholars led to positive social
intercourse. As a result of the impact of Islam, social division in Orissa was
diminished and the concept of Orissa as a mother land was made possible.
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1.8: MANNER AND CUSTOMS
There were various features that were adopted by both the community some of them
may be mentioned here. In the early period we find many features in court
ceremonial being taken by the Muslim rulers from the Hindu customs. For example
the superstition of the evil eye resembling the Hindu custom of Utara and the
ceremony of Arti. This was termed nisar and consisted in taking plentiful of gold
and silver coins or other precious jewels and scattering them to the poor or to any
other assemblage after being passed over the head of the Monarch or Head a
number of time. The evil eye is still an indelible mark on Muslim society from
Hindu society. The countryside Muslim of Orissa continued do this to avoid
hazards.
In the hereditary Hindu Maths the tradition of Gurus and Chelas gave the idea to
the Muslims to develop not only the office of the Pir or Shaikh but also Pirzadas
and Makhdumzadas, we have the reference of Muslim kings like Mohammed
Tughaluq began to approach Hindu Yogis and Sadhus for aid in the fulfillment of
his desires.
The Hindu Rajas adopted some of the features of the institutionalized slave system
of the Muslims. The Muslims began to developed a caste system. The impact of
Islam on the caste system was two fold. In the first place it led to the revival of a
popular liberal religion and concession was granted to the higher classes who were
reclaimed to the Hindus. Secondly, it led to the rigidity in the caste system and
specially the lower castes found their lot more miserable. While Hindus gave to the
Muslims their caste system. The latter gave to the former their strict form of
Purdah system. People have tried to discover the Purdah system among the Hindus.
In Indian context the example of Razia Sultan is well known and proves the
existence of Purdah in the Royal Harem. Firoz Shah forbade the visit of Muslim
women to Mausoleums outside the city of Delhi. In Orissa women went in covered
litters and we find the queen of Raja Rudra Pratap of Puri, for example, visited Sri
Chaitanya in covered litters or Palanquin
The influence of the Hindus on the Muslims manner and custom and vice-versa was
remarkable. Rajendra Prasad in his work IndiaDivided quoted instances from Bihar
to show how closely the two community had maintained their social functions
connected with birth, marriage and death, he cited the example of the birth of a
male child led to singing of songs called sohar, women of both the community sing
them. During confinement the mother is not allowed to touch food to be taken by
others, if touched spirits are supposed to haunt the house, hair of the new born baby
is removed. All these customs are observed in the Muslim households. These
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customs are in Orissan social life is inseparable. In some of the district of Orissa,
these are still continued in our social spectrum.
Islam had enjoyed simplicity in social life more particularly in marriage, but pump,
ceremonies, procession, festivities and even jokes of the Hindu marriage have been
copied by the Muslims. When people of the bridegroom’s party proceed to the
bride’s house they carry a kind of basket called sohagpura, containing spices, fruits,
sweets, colored yarn, rice etc. Younger brother cuts objectionable jokes with the
wife of his elder brother and the elder brother does not take exception at all, rather
he gets highly pleased.
1.9: CULTURAL HARMONY
It is true that, the Jagannath temple of Puri was attacked by the Muslim
commanders on several occasions. Even a Rajput of Cuttack known as Raja
Keshodas Maru had attacked the Jagannath temple during the reign of Jahangir. In
spite of that incident and many more hiccups in the society of Orissa. The Hindus
and the Muslims are living side by side in harmony and mutual attachment. A
bright example of this we find in the village of Manikgada of Puri
district.Manikgada is a unique show of communal harmony. One of the four Pithas
of the Goddess in the village has a Muslim acting as her priest. The tradition goes
back to the medieval period when kings had many young Muslims holding the
position of Dalbehera (group leader) in their armies. Since those days the
descendents of the Muslim Dalbehera have been acting as the chief priest at
Manika BhuyanPitha, one of the four in the village. Legend has it that Kondhs one
of the primitive tribes of Orissa, used to worship the deity at this pitha to the north
of the village. Similarly, Dumula Gouda worships the Goddess Mahisasuri pitha
while Brahmins worship at Bhagabati pitha and Khandayats offer puja at Jogamaya
pitha. Locals say that Dalbeheras irrespective of their caste, creed and colour,
assemble at the village. It is the Kondh priest popularly known as Jani who initiates
puja at Manik Bhuyan pitha with the sacrifice of two goats. Then the procession of
Paika (fighters) goes to the house of the Muslim Dalbehera. Dressed in Hindu
costumes the Muslim Dalbehera then performs the rituals at Manika Bhuyan Pitha,
then all the Paika Akhada groups perform their martial art skills before the priest.
They move in procession to the three other pithas. The puja celebration comes to
an end with the solemnization of Aparajita a kind of fire sacrifice, at a Siva Pitha.
Here the Brahmin purohit offers the sacred grass-ring called Kusabatu to
Dalbehera, in 2005 Sheikh Habibur Rahman had done honours as the Dalbehera.
This is a unique example of Hindu-Muslim reconciliation in whole of India.
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There are many other instances of reconciliation in Odisha, Qadam-i-Rasool of
Cuttack is a shrine dear to both Hindus-Muslims alike. It has become the symbol of
Hindu-Muslim unity in Odisha. In the opinion of M.R. Tarafdar, a Pakistani
historian, the worship of Qadam-i-Rasool is probably a result of the Hindu
influence on the Muslim. Because veneration of the Prophet does not find support
in orthodox Islam.
The tomb of Bokhari Sahib in the village Kaipadar of Puri district and Bhuja khia
Pir of Balasore are popular among Hindu-Muslim. Sayyid Abdul Sakur Tomb at
Tarabha in Sonepur district is also a symbol of reconciliation between Hindu and
Muslim.
In Odishan society we found a unique example of religious harmony
at Jharsuguda town where a group of Muslim youth had helped a widow to
recuperate from fever but unfortunately she died, after her death the dead body was
cremated in accordance with the Hindu tradition. Not only that, those Muslims
youth had also undertaken to help her 12 years child to get free education to
overcome the hazards in future. (13)
In Odisha Muslims Pir settled and devoted themselves to the synchronization of
Hindu-Muslim unity in Orissan society. The Pirs showed their Miracles which
attracted people from both the community. There are quite a large number of tombs
found throughout Odisha which bear testimony to high adoration they commanded
in those days and even now. Pirs tombs and institution are found at several places
in Odisha. Grants were made by the kings and other generous minded people for
the construction of Pirs tombs. Pirs moved one place to another and some times
found to have visited some Hindu religious places and could secure adoration even
from the Hindus. The tombs of Pirs at the 16th or 17th century A.D. which are
adorned by the Hindus. Even Hindus of Orissa present Shirini or Khiri to the poor
to obtain the mercy and good wishes of Pirs.
The car festival of Remunda in Jharsuguda district of Western Orissa is an
unparalleled example of societal cohesion between the Hindus and the
Muslims.Here car festival of Lord Jagannath, the presiding deity of the Hindus is
done by a Muslim. This is a unique example of inter-faith unity. The people of
Remunda in the district of Jharsuguda in Western Orissa have been trying their best
to maintain communal harmony since a long time through this unique car festival
and this has created an example in the tradition of both the community.
1.10: FOOD
Odisha, under the influence of Islam Marks a break with the past in respect of the
evolution of society. The Hindus of Odisha generously accommodated the Muslims
who become the integral part of Odishan society. The absence of social conflicts
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exhibits better social understanding of the people belonging to various
communities. Different food preparation one can well surmise the excellence of
Odishan cursive. As known from the contemporary accounts, the diet of the
medieval people of Orissa consisted of the same articles as that of today. As rice
was the major crop, it was the staple food of the people. Dal was prepared out of
pulses like Mung, Biri and Harad. Rice and Dal were supplemented by fry, curry
and sour dishes prepared out of green vegetables. Other popular articles of food are
Milk, Ghee, Butter, Cheese and Curd. The various kinds of sweet meats and
savories items were usually prepared on festive occasion. The people of Orissa are
fond of non-vegetarian food, like, Fish, Meat etc. That were commonly eaten during
the time religious celebration, there was restriction on taking non-vegetarian food.
Various fruit items like Banana, Mango, Jack-fruit, Orange etc., were generally
eaten by the people of Orissa which were brought to the Oriya menu by the
Muslims. In Orissa, drinking of wine was not absent, but, under strict social
disapproval some people were in the habit of drinking wine of various kinds of
drinks were prepared and taken by the people. Green coconut water was a popular
drink, chewing pan (betel leaf) fell within the fascination of both men and women
and Pan was served to the guests as a way of offering courtesy. Pan was also an
item of lip decoration for women in Orissa.
1.11: DRESS AND ORNAMENTS
Dress:
Regarding the dress materials the people of Orissa have noticeable tastes. Dhoti
and Chaddar are the common men’s attire. Women generally wear Sari, Jacket and
inner garment (Kanchala). The privilege class used costly garments. The Hindu
society of Orissa has been influenced by the dress code of the Muslim society viz.,
gamis or shorts,trouser,coat, takia, lungi, jama, paijama, rumal, shawl, etc. The
costumes used by the Palakaras were of Mughal type. The impact of Muslim
costumes on the Rajas and Zamindars of medieval period was very significant.
Muslims contact with Orissa resulted in the development of appreciation for
different type of dresses. The use of the different costumes reflected the status of
the economic prosperity of the Orissan people.
Ornaments:
Since times immemorial ornamentation and decoration were liked by the people of
all communities not merely from social standpoint but sometimes out of religious
importance attached to them. Orissa was no exception to that, the exceptional love
for ornamentation of the body both by men and women of Orissa is well understood
from variety of ornaments which were in use. Ornaments of different design, in
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large numbers are worn on the head, ears, nose, neck, hoods, waist, chest, feet and
fingers, some for both men and women. All sections of the people of Orissa used
ornaments it only differed in materials. Those who could afford, used ornaments of
gold and silver set with diamonds, pearl etc., where as ornaments of poor were
made of Metals like tin, copper and alloys like bronze and brass. It is interesting to
see the impact of Islamic ornaments on Orissan society, ornaments for nose,
bajubandh, paunji etc., became popular as a result of the Muslims.
1.12: RECREATION ACTIVITY AND COSMETICS
In the use of cosmetics and perfumes, the people of Orissa were not legging behind,
mention may be made of chandana,haldi, kasturi,karpura, sindura, kajala and
many types of oil were in used by the Orissan people. The people enjoyed their
leisure time by taking recourse into many kinds of recreations activity. Their
principle outdoor game consisted of bana bihar (hunting) nauka bihar (water
sports), Jhimani Khela (do-do or kabadi). They had several popular pastime or
indoor games like Pasakhela, (Dice play) playing cards and kauris, Malla-Yuddha
(Wrestling), nata-khela or dhanurvidya (Playing with arrow and bow), Khanda
Khela (Playing with the swords) kite flying, races of horses and elephants, fight of
various animals etc. Dramatic performance like Ram Lila, Krishna Lila, Hari Lila
etc., were very popular in the Orissan society.
There was harmony and understanding between the two communities. The HinduMuslim co-existence in Orissa resulted in the origin and growth of popular festival
called Satyapir puja. Dussehra,Dipabali, Rakhi, Muharrum, Eid etc, were some of
the festive occasions where both the Hindus and the Muslims participated freely.
The spirit of reconciliation and co-existence between the two communities were
noticeable in the social life of Orissa
1.13: POSITION OF WOMEN DURING MEDIEVAL ODISHA
In the entire annals of World history the dreadful satire that has been compiled
anywhere is to be found in the ridiculous distortion of the Islamic law on the status
and rights of women. Position of women in Islam is today envisaged by the nonMuslim as a miserable creature isolated from the rest of the World and devoid of all
human and natural rights. This disgraceful picture of women is without base
ascribed to socio-religious philosophy of Islam. Very sad to remark that, this
travesty of truth is misrepresented for truth in all parts of non-Muslim contemporary
World and Orissa is no exception to it. This negative caricature of women in Islam
was launched in the West circulated in the other parts of the World, of course, by
motivated misgiving caused irreparable harm to the women of Islam.
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Politically, before the initiation of Islam, the position of women, all over the world
was regarded as an object of contempt, a commodity of barter, a sensual item for
sexual enjoyment and a machine employed for the continuation of male lineage.
The rise of a great revolution in the 7th century A.D. of the human world i.e., Islam
led by a wonderful divine figure Prophet Mohammed, who miraculously turned
womanhood into humanity with an amazing speed of reform. The Divine book i.e.
the Quran for the guidance of mankind which was revealed to him and which he
translated into his own life long conduct, elevated women to the height of honour,
respect, dignity and decency. (20) The holy Quran, which archangel Gabriel had
brought to him, had clearly apprised him of the Divine intention regarding the status
and rights of women in the human society. He faithfully transmitted that Divine
intention to the World and built around it a glorious structure of men-women
relationship based on rational and humane. In the divine scheme of regulation of
the relationship between men and women, Islam has assigned a position of dignity
and honour to woman. Such beneficent regulation is essential for peace, comfort,
happiness, continuation of the species and progress. The Quran emphasizes that
God in his perfect wisdom created all species in pairs, and so men and women have
been created of the same species as is said:
He created you from a single being; then of the same kind made its mate
(39:7).
He has made for you mates of your o wn kind (42:12).
O mankind, be mindful of your duty to your Lord, who created you from
a single soul and from it created its mate and form the two created and
spread many men and women (4:2).
1.13.1: Wome n In The Qur an
The Qura n verse by verse constructed the ba sic structure of a socio-legal
system which is a ddressed absolu te equality to a ll men a nd women.
From the opening verse until the end there is nothing showing that its
exhortations are mea nt exclusively for either sex in order to effect a
genera lization a nd male-female equilibriu m in the hu ma n society. In
nu merou s verses the Quran speaks especially of women. There are
certain Qura nic commands on the stages of women. Let us ha ve quick
gla nce over it:
1.13.2: Importance of Chastity
The divine scheme furnishes evidence of divine wisdom in all its
aspects. Men a nd women are spirituality akin fa vors a nd bounties.
Anyone who ha s some experienced instru ction. Isla m ha s ordained tha t
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if a woma n is requ ired to speak to a stra nger, even from behind the
curtain, her tone should not be soft so that the visitor should have no
misconception and he should remain within limit.
The specific feminine style of talking sweatly is mea nt only for the
hu sba nd. This style is forbidden to be u sed for a ny one else. T he way
of talking with a stra nger should be cu stomary and to the point.
Similarly, Prophet Moha mmed ha s forbidden the ma n to divulge the
secrets of his wife before another ma n he says:
The most wickets o f men in the sight of Allah
is one who comes to h is wife and then divulges her secrets.
It is clear from the above injunction as to how much stress is laid by Islam on
female chastity. Islam attaches great importance to moral conducts and behaviors.
A woman is not permitted by Islam to travel without a Mahram.
Women’s place in society is one of the indices of civilizing processes of human
mind and behavior. In a patriarchal society, where the male is the dominant one
who takes advantages because of the female’s physical weakness, automatically
women came to the secondary position, if not made victims of discrimination. In
Arabia during the pre-Islamic period, women were used and abused by the males.
Sexual abuse of women was frequent, sexual liaison outside the tribe considered
adultery. They did not possess any right whatsoever, and did not allow functioning
socially, economically or judicially. They were considered as the instrument of
pleasure and procreation during the pre-Islamic Arabian society. Although this
position of women was not peculiar in pre-Islamic Arabia but, was common in
other Semitic societies.
Let us consider the Odishan view on this question; Orissa has been a mixture of
different racial groups in her various stages of development. However, there are
some common streaks which impart characteristic of Oriyaness to the various
aspects of life. Average Orissan people echoing the usual male chauvinism, i.e.,
women is bhogya, a vehicle to impart pleasure to man brutalities inflicted on
women not only in war but also in other, in all countries in all ages. For a Hindu of
Orissa women became bharyya that is a companion. She is a partner in life, as the
Aryan put it, Sahdharmini, an equal participant in the religious and spiritual life of
man, a real helpmate in the struggle of life.
As Silappadigram, a Tamil classic, and Mrichchakatika a Sanskrit work show,
women in ancient India had wit, intelligence, grace and poise, she was hot merely a
housewife or a domesticated being, but had a public character of her own. This
ancient work depiction is more or less applicable to Orissa also. In Orissa
womanhood, however, had another character, that of a Pujyya, one to be
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worshipped as ‘mother’. She was the procreator of the race, cause and effect of the
continuity of mankind. The Tantra says that, the feet of the women are to be
worshipped as those of Guru. Infact, womanhood in Orissa interpreted in three
forms, as a beloved, as a wife and as a mother, the treatment offered to them
according to their character they played or lived. It does not view woman in
conjunction with man. Woman is considered as an independent entity, woman
rights and obligations defined both as an individual as well as in reciprocal
relationship with man. All these view are revolutionary and precursor to modern
ideas about women place in society. The advantage of Islam in Odisha brought a
great deal of emancipation of woman from the bondage of man. No matrimonial
alliance was valid in Muslim law without express consent of the bride. Father has
no right to dispose her off as he liked, as she was considered to have a will of her
own recognized and sanctioned by Islamic injunction.
1.14: MARRIAGE SYSTEM
Marriage in Odisha, is one of those social institution which has continued even to
this day with all its historical growth. Greater religious and social sanctity are
attached to it. During the medieval period several forms of marriage existed in
Odisha. But connubial marriage, i.e., within one’s own caste or community only
had the willing sanction of the Smritis and the Dharmasastras and was also the
prevailing custom in the society. The Hindu marriage was conducted as per the
Vedic injunction. The Lokacharas (local custom) played vital role in the marriage.
Where as Muslims marriage was not as elaborate as the marriage of the Hindus.
The Muslims of Orissa followed their own social mores. However, there are certain
common features like, parents played the important role in selection of the matches,
decoration of the house, selection of auspicious days for marriage, marriage
procession or barajatra, use of music, songs, dance, fire works and marriage feasts
in the ceremony. In Kavi Karna’s Pala we find the reference of women practicing
Purdah. It recorded in the word as such with polygamy, the system of purdah on
keeping women in seclusion or inner apartment was also vogue.
The Muslims adopted many Hindu marriage customs and followed a number of
practices which were unpleasant to Islamic law, for example, in the matter of fixing
the degree of kinship for eligibility in marriage. In prescribing limits of endogamy
and exogamy based upon tribal and class division, in the observance of ceremonial
accompanying the marriage contact laws of inheritance were supplanted by custom
in many parts of India. Widow re-marriage and divorce were frowned upon as
among the Hindus.
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In marriage monogamy was the normal practice in both the communities though
Islam prescribed four wives for a Muslim with certain clauses. Keeping more than
one wife and concubines appears to have been fashion with few men of both HinduMuslim communities belonging to ruling class, noble and very wealthy person.
According to some contemporary sources polyandry was not encouraged. Widow
remarriage was permissible in the Muslim community and also in the lower strata of
the Hindu community.In the marriage much importance was attached to the
happiness and discipline in conjugal life. Some of the important institution in
marriage like, family welfare, piety and stability were much emphasized. In Orissa
the institution of marriage is accompanied with dowry or Jautuka. It consisted of
gold ornaments, Jewels, land, slaves, cows, cloths and other articles of daily use.
Although it is a social evil, of course, the amount of dowry to be offered by the
bride’s parents depended largely on their socio-economic status. Where as in Islam
the payment of dower by the male to female, a kind of endowment, enforceable
under law and custom.Dower was actually a promised share to the wife in the estate
of her husband and that could be collected whenever required. In Islam, allmost all
ensure economic independence for women by giving to daughters along with sons,
a share in the inheritance of the property of the father, and to widows, a share in the
estate of her husband along with her sons and daughters where as in old Hindu law,
rights of women to inherit property either as daughter or as widow was denied,
but not her right to possess property, called as Stridhana consisting gifts and
bequests received at the time of marriage and property acquired either from the
income of Stridhana or out of savings from the maintenance allowance to which she
was entitled as a widow out of her husband’s property.
One common stricture level against the Muslims of Orissa on the practice of
polygamy, therefore, it is essential for me to examine the position according to the
Quranic injunction. A careful reading of the relevant Quranic precepts would show
that, though, possession of more than one wife in special circumstances was
allowed, polygamy by itself does not appear to have had a general sanction. The
Holy Quran says. “And if you are apprehensive that you shall not deal fairly with
orphans, then of other women who seem good in your eyes marry but two, three or
four, and if you still fear that you shall not act equitably then one only”. Polygamy
is allowed in Islam only to meet an exigency and to fulfill a social duty, not for
satisfaction of sensuality. Where all the wives were to be treated equally, that too,
marriage a second, third or fourth time was to be with widows or mature woman.
The prime consideration should be the welfare of the orphans. Therefore, taking
into consideration of above Quranic injunction some of the Oriya Muslims married
more than one wife of course, their number is within limit.
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Marriage between Muslims and Hindus are rare in Orissa but those among the
highly educated and cosmopolitan in their outlook are well recognised. We have
reference that in Kashmir Hindu-Muslim marriages were of a long standing, Zainul-Abedin (1420-70 A.D.) married the daughter of Raja Mahak Deo of Jammu.
There are various references in which we can outline that, Muslim ruling families
like Mughal and others maintain matrimonial relationship with their Hindu
counterparts.In Orissa also some of the Hindu and the Muslim kings married the
princess or daughter of other faith.
Women of Orissa enjoyed respectable and dignified position in both the
communities barring some hiccups in some of the contemporary records there are
plenty of references of men making gifts, donations in favour of God for the welfare
and piety of their mothers and wives. This shows the respect that woman
commanded in the Orissan society. The wide popularity of monogamy in both
Hindu-Muslim community, unpopularity of polygamy and polyandry, almost never
existence of sati, non-insistence of dowry etc., are indicative of the fact that in
Orissan society the women held the highest position and regards. Furthermore,
there are instances of the women’s devotion to their God, single-minded devotion to
husband, full respect to parents and their charitable nature shows the generosity of
women of both communities in Orissan society.
1.15: LET US SUM UP
Orissa, the name of the State is derived from the Sanskrit word Odra Vishaya or
Odra Desa.
In the Mahabharata epic the name Odra is mentioned along with the Paundras,
Utkalas, Mekalas, Kalingas and Andhras.
Ibn Khurdabhih, a Muslim geographer in his book Geography in 846 A.D. refers a
territory called Ursfin which is identified with Odra Desa by the Russian scholar
V.Minonsky.
It was Shams-i-Siraj Afif called this territory as Jajnagar-Udisa with its capital city
Banaras.
The formation of separate province of Orissa in April 1st, 1936 A.D. may be
regarded as one of the landmarks in the history of the evolution of the Indian Union.
It is basically a demand of linguistic state.
The Hindu Rajas adopted some of the features of the institutionalized slave system
of the Muslims. The Muslims began to developed a caste system. The impact of
Islam on the caste system was two fold.
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The influence of the Hindus on the Muslims manner and custom and vice-versa was
remarkable.
As rice was the major crop, it was the staple food of the people. Dal was prepared
out of pulses like Mung, Biri and Harad. Rice and Dal were supplemented by fry,
curry and sour dishes prepared out of green vegetables.
1.16: EXERCISE
1. Throw light on the Genesis of the name of the state Orissa.
2. Mak a critical analysis on the Social structure during the medieval Odisha.
3. Evaluate the Position of women during the medieval Odisha.
1.17: SUGGESTED READINGS

1. S.C. Ray Choudhury, Social, Cultural and Economic History of India
(Ancient times).
2. C.R.Mishra and S.Pradhan, Manamunda Excavation; A Priliminary
Report
3. G.C.Tripathy and H.Kulke (Ed.), An account ofthe reign ofthe king
of Kataka, pp. 15-16.
4. P.Acharya, Orissan Archaeology and other essays, Vol.il, p.182.
5. K.C.Panigrahi, History and the legend, pp.35-36.
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UNIT-2: GROWTH AND DECAY OF URBAN CENTRES
Structure
2.0 Learning Objectives
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Growth of Urban Centres
2.3 Urban Centers in Odisha
2.4 Factor Responsible forUrbanDecay
2.5 Let Us Sum Up
2.6 Check your Progress
2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this unit you will know about





Process of urban Growth during early historic times
Responsible factor for Urban Growth
Urban centers in Odisha
Responsible factor for urban decay

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Urbanisation is one of the most striking features of the contemporary society.
Scholars have readily recognised the varying process and rates of urbanisation in
various parts of the world. Urban centres have always been considered as nucleus of
human civilization and culture and therefore, urbanisation is regarded as an
important index of socio-economic development of a region. The emergence of
state and urbanization in Indian context may be regarded as an extension of the
processes of the earlier period. Research and interpretation have been given by
various scholars who term it as "Second Urbanization" or "Early Historic
Urbanization". In a broad sense, in South Asia, the term "Early Historic" refers
approximately to the period from 600 B.C. to 500 A.D. This period saw the
emergence of cities and complex politics with the growth of Buddhism throughout
the subcontinent. However, the process of urbanization and city formation depends
upon the geographical and ecological setting of a particular region.
2.1.1 The Second Urbanization in Middle Genetic Valley
By the middle of the 1st millennium B.C., the second urbanization in the region of
the Gangetic valley grew up as a result of interaction of multiple factors that were
prompted by the conditions of natural situations and previouscultural developments.
The process strengthened and enriched the growing divisions within society that
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came to be institutionalized as economic strata within a hierarchical society. As the
divisions within the social organizations increased, existing institutional regions and
other social entities came into function to alleviate the attendant stresses, which led
to the growth of several small independent kingdoms within the regions of the
Gangetic plain.
The process of urban growth or the 'second urbanization' covered in its early phase
the Ganga valley, Indo-Gangetic Divide, Northwest India, Bihar and Central India,
some of the important early Indian cities included Taxila, Hasthinapura, Mathura,
Ahichhatra, Kosambi, Sringaverapura, Rajghat, Vidisha and Ujjain. Most of the
early settlements, besides being enormous in size, are characterized by massive
ramparts of brick and mud with elaborately laid out bastions, gateways and moats,
evidence of craft specialization, coinage, and incipient polity known from ancient
literature, features which elevate them to urban status. The phenomenon of early
historic urban growth accelerated during the Mauryan period. This period witnessed
the introduction of new political concepts in the form of Mauryan imperialism, in
which Buddhism took a leading role. With a decentralized administration based on
Kautilyan principles of polity, provinces flourished with immense prosperity in
which both inland and overseas trade factors played a vital role. The expansion of
trade network, both domestic and overseas, during this period had far reaching
socio-economic impact. This development gained further momentum in the postMauryan era (c. 200 B.C. to 300 A.D.), which is marked by changes in the social
and economic fabric of the sub-continent. The same also happened to regions like
the Mahanadi and the Brahmani deltas in Odisha as also in the Middle Mahanadi
and Tel Valleys of Central/Western Odisha, where urban structure grew with all
essential features. The extension and spread of Buddhism, trade network,
development of social fabric had far-reaching implications and were accompanied
by a definite system of coinage to promote an organized commercial set up.
Besides, the concept of fort building also started due to the extensive trade patterns
in precious and costly materials. The social strata also got changed and a very
powerful class of businessman rose into power due to their resources and wealth.
The Roman trade was an important contributing factor during this period. Recent
evidences from the harbour complex of Manikapatana and Palur and Radhanagara
have proved that ancient Odisha was well connected with the Roman world directly
and indirectly which is evident from the finding of several Roman amphorae sherds,
medallions, bullae and even Roman glass. The Roman trade particularly influenced
the settlement of Tamil Nadu and other parts of South India, as also Odisha.
The Early Historic settlements at Sisupalgarh in Khurdha district, Jaugada in
Ganjam district, Radhanagara in Jajpur district, Viratgarh and Kichakgarh in
Mayurbhanj district, NarlaAurgarh, Budhigarh and Kharligarh in Kalahandi district,
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Manamunda-Asurgarh in Boudh district have been studied and partially excavated
also. One of the major reasons of the urban growth is the occupational
specialization, including gem exploitation, iron smelting, craft (especiallyterracotta)
productions known from the recovery of various artifacts such as pottery, beads,
metal items, especially iron, coins, etc., from the Early Historic sites which would
imply that a suitable sphere had been created for trade and exchange in Odisha
during the period understudy.
2.2 GROWTH OF URBAN CENTRES
Many ruling dynasty excavated canals and tanks, which helps to the local
farmers to produced surplus food grain, and later on they supply this food grain to
other parts of the world, which leads to the development of urban centres and
modern cities.
Further, since the dawn of civilization the people of India in general and
Odisha in particular have shown great interest in trade. The geographical position of
Odisha has contributed a lot to the development of maritime activities. The Bay of
Bengal and the Major rivers of Odisha were favourable for inland as well as
overseas trade so ancient Odisha had trade relation with a number of foreign
countries. This led to the development of a good number of cities and urban centres
on its coastal and other regions. Many of them, having enjoyed a period of
prosperity and fame, are now almost lost and forgotten.
2.3 URBANCENTRES IN ODISHA
SISUPALGARH:
The excavation at Sisupalgarh near Bhubaneswar has brought to light the
remains of a great and well planned fortified town which flourished from the third
century B.C. to the 4th century A.D. The excavations were undertaken during
April-June 1948 by the Archaeological survey of India that unearthed a fort of the
pre-christian era. This fortified town forms a planned structure. Each side of the fort
measures about three quarters of a mile. There are eight large gate ways, two on
each side. This type of structural activities clearly indicate a regular planning not
only of the fortifications but presumably also of the streets inside the city, which are
likely to have run east west and north-south, connecting the opposite gate ways in a
grid pattern.
The articles recovered from the excavation site do not belong to the period
of the Kesari or Soma dynasty. Sisupalgarh was occupied between C.300 B.C. and
A.D.350. The possibility of Sisupalgarh being identical with either Tosali of the
Asokan edicts or Kalinganagara of Kharavela’s inscription or both may, however,
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be considered. But it must be stated that no inscription or other authentic evidence
has so far been obtained or discovered from the excavation site to prove either way.
The eminent archaeologist B.B. Lai who conducted the excavation work at
Sisupalgarh wrote in his report. "Now no fortified town of comparable date except
Sisupalgarh is known to exist near about the Khandagiri- Udayagiri hills; secondly,
the excavation did reveal a collapse and subsequent repair of southern gatewayflank of the fortification. On these pieces of circumstantial evidence, a presumption
is raised in favour of Sisupalgarh being identifiedwith ancient Kalinganagara. But
still it is not clear and require more research in this way.
PALOURA – DANTAPUR:
The accounts of Ptolemy inform us about the famous port of Paloura which
was situated in the eastern coast of India. He fixes the position of Paloura or
Pakoura, a town. It has been taken to be a Dravidian form of the name of the
famous city Dantapura, the capital of ancient Kalinga. Dantapura has become
famous in the Buddhist tradition for the tooth relic of Buddha. Buddhist tradition
speaks of Dantapura as the famous capital city of Kalinga. According to Pali
Dathavamsaa tooth relic of Buddha was presented by Thera Khema to King
Brahmadatta of Kalinga who deposited it with a magnificent Stupa at Dantapura. It
remained there till the reign of Guhasiva and who in the later period despatched it to
Ceylon or Srilanka. In recent times this tooth of the Master is worshipped at Kandy
in Srilanka. The Mahagovinda Sutta of the DighaNikaya, mentionsthat Dantapura,
situated in ancient Kalinga (Dantapuram Kalinganam), as one of the six famous
cities of ancient India.
However, this port town playedan important role and help to maintained a
trade relation between Kalinga and Southeast and Far eastern country of the world.
Further the Jatakasmention that Dantapura, the capitalcity of Kalinga, was linked
with many other kingdoms by good roads. It thusappears from the above discussion
that Dantapura was an important urbancentre of ancient Kalinga.
CHARITRAPURA (Che-Ii-ta-lo):
Che-li-ta-lo was one of the important ports, trading stations and urban
centres of ancient Orissa. It is known from the account of the Chinese pilgrim
Hsuan-Tsang. He describes the city is situated on the sea coast of Odradesa. The
city was used as a harbour for trading and passenger vessels from distant countries.
The walls of the city were very strong and lofty, where rare and
preciouscommodities were to be found. The city was throbbing with life as a centre
of culture and famous emporium of overseas trade. Outside this city, there were five
buddhist monasteries closely situated and having lofty structures and very artistic
images of saints exquisitely done.
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According to Chinese Pilgrim that Che-li-ta-lo was an important trading
centres for traders and travellers from distant place, and that there was a sea-route
from that place to Srilanka. In any case Charitrapura was a major port and trading
centre of sea-faringactivity in the 7th century A.D.
KHALKAPATANA:
Khalkapatana is situated 11 kms east of the Sun Temple atkonark, on the left
bank of the river Kusabhadra. The potteries discovered from the excavation site are
bowls, basins, handis, vases, pots and beaked lamps. From the excavation site, no
structural remains were encountered. Only a group of four to five ring wells were
noticed. It can be guessed that, each ring well was connected with a house. The
Chinese copper coins, the celadon ware and the egg-white glazed and glazed
chocolate wares of the Arabian countries, which have been discovered from the
excavation site conclusively suggest that Khalkapatana was a port town having
maritime trade both from the east as well as from the west. The river Kusabhadra
would have provided ideal facilities for the ships toberth near the site. Nature,
however, did not allow a longer period ofprosperity to this port town. Rapid silting
of the river Kusabhadra andformation of sand bars around this river port seriously
affected the usefulnessof Khalkapatana as a maritime centre. On the basis of
material evidence,the site was under occupation between twelfth-fourteenth
centuries A.D.
TOSALI:
The name Tosali is mentioned in the separate Kalinga Edictsof Asoka. Kalinga
became a province of the Maurya Empire after its conquestby Asoka in 261 B.C.
He made Tosali the head quarters of this newly formedprovince. The place probably
continued to be the capital of Kalinga during theperiod of Chedi rule in the latter
half of the first century B.C. Scholarsare generally unanimous in identifying the
place with modern Dhauli nearBhubaneswar.
The material remains found from the excavation site indicate the existence of
people of various professions. It further suggests this urbanised city centre based on
a complex set of socio-economic relationships. No doubt, in the early centuries of
the pre-christian era, the city of Tosali was a thriving metropolis in the Kingdom of
Kalinga. It enjoyed prominence during the reign of Asoka. Tosali was well
connected by high ways with other provincial capitals and the imperial metropolis
Pataliputra, the capital of Magadha. Tosali was connected with Tamralipti on the
cost because the place in those days had attained reputation as great maritime
centre. Thus geographically Tosali had a very advantageous location, and this was a
potent factor for its growth as an urban centre as well as the capital city.
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NARLA-ASURGARH:
The ancient fort Asurgarh is situated in Kalahandi district of Orissa. The
place is three miles to the Western direction of Narla Railway Station. The fort is
well-Planned and covers the area of more than half-square kilometre. The ramparts
are about 4 metres in width and 15 to 50 meters in height. On the Western side of
the rampart is the river Sandul which flowsto the northern side to meet another river
Tel. On the Eastern side of the fort there is a small lake which covers, the area about
two hundred acres.The fort was well-planned and there was an appropriate drainage
system. The water from the fort could be drained to the river sandul and the fort had
four wide gates.
The excavation revealed large number of iron objects such as hooks, door
hinges, arrow heads, and axes as well as precious stones were recovered. Besides
structural remains the most important finds in this layer were as many as fifty
punch-marked coins, both silver and bronze, were recovered. Probably these coins
were circulated in 5th century A.D. The punch-marked coins found at Asurgarh
seem to be of considerable importance as copper and bronze coins are rarely found
in Orissa. We can presume that by the time of Mauryas, thesettlement emerged as
the most important urban centre. It can be considered that the place was a great
trade centre of Western Orissa. The area was connected with highroad joining South
Kosala and Mahakantara with Kalinga. The excavations indicate that the area was
deserted after 5th or 6th century A.D. The copper-plate grant of Terasingha
indicates that Tustikara was probably the last ruler of Asurgarh. From
thearchaeological and epigraphic sources it is evident that Asurgarh
flourishedduring the period from 3rd century B.C. to 5th Century A.D.
KHARLIGARH
The Early Historic site of Kharligarh is situated in Bolangir on the boarder of
Kalahandi district, at the confluence of the Rahul and the Tel rivers in a densely
forested environment. Two more streams, the Khadang and the Singda, flow on
both the sides of the Rahul river at about a distance of 5 km to meet the Tel river off
Kharligarh. The ruin of this fortified city lies in loose lateritic soil, in an extensive
area stretching from the Tel to the Rahul river. The fort is almost square on plan,
circumscribed in the north, east and south by the rivers acting as natural defense and
the west by an excavated moat connecting both the rivers. The rampart consists of
burnt bricks of size (40 X 25 X12 cm3). The central part of the fort contains a
shrine in ruined form, probably the presiding goddess of the fort. Although the
northern rampart is greatly denuded by the river exposing the terrace and the
basement, the riverworn stone gravels topped by brick wall of about 15 ft. wide, the
major part of the fort lies intact. The site has revealed brick structures, a large
variety of pottery, iron objects of war and peace, beads of various stones, axes,
querns, choppers, microlithic artifacts, smoking pipes, metal bangles, earrings,
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copper Kushana coins, etc. However, the site needs to be thoroughly plotted and
excavated in a horizontal manner. The ceramic assemblage of the site include dish
in Burnished Black Slipped Ware with slight concave wall, inverted simple rim, flat
base, well-fired and of fine fabric, basin in Black Slipped Ware with internally
projecting triangular rim, salt glazed and of medium fabric; the bowls in Black and
Red Ware with inverted simple rim, thin wall, wellfired and fine in fabric and
finally Red Ware with disc base and of course fabric
MANAMUNDA-ASURGARH:
Manamunda is situated on the right bank of the river Mahanadi at the place
where it is joined with river Tel.The antiquity recovered from the excavation
suggest that the site was flourished until to the 1st Century A.D. during the course of
the excavations, the excavators dug two trenches, exposed two brick structures. The
structures which came to light in course of the excavations were two sections of the
ramparts of thefort. Further the excavation yielded the evidence of sherds of redware, Black polished ware, Black-and-Red ware along with a good number of iron
objects and semi- precious stone. On the basis of pottery and other important
antiquities we can presume that the people arrived here with a developed culture
being equipped with the iron and copper technology. The beginning of the
settlement may be tentatively assigned to a date of 3rd-4th century B.C.
2.4 URBAN DECAY
On the basis of trade, commerce, coins, structures and town planning
system, we can confidently say that urbanism reached its peak during ancient and
early medieval times. But the urban centres were gradually declined and not only
archaeological records but also the literary sources such as Vrhatsamhita strongly
confirm this process. There were two phases of decline: one around A.D. 300 and
the other around A.D. 600. The decline of trade led to the decay of towns.
We cannot ignore the role of urbanism in developing the ancient Indian
economy. A large number of people were involved in urban activity, even when a
large section of population was left out of it. Urbanism did mean something in
terms of economy and something of polity and society in as much as soldiers,
Brahmanas, artisans and merchants who lived in towns are supported by means of
what was gathered by way of taxes and exchange. The towns were equally relevant
to the country side. To meet the need of the towns the peasants living in the
hinterland supplied their surplus food grains, while the artisans supplied the tools to
the peasants. We hear from a Jataka story how a village trader deposited 500
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plough shares with the townmerchants to sell them to the farmers. However, there
was a wide gap between hinter land and the towns, which towns could not receive
their day-to-day requirements from distant places.
The land grants, frequent in 5th century A.D, where the Brahmanas were
received huge grants from the King and ruled over the village settlement. The taxes
collected from the granted village were never paid to royal house and it’s create an
economic imbalance in state and later on the royal authority face severe economic
crsisis.
However, inscriptional sources and HsuanTsang record, inform that
sometimesthe King granting-shops to the Brahmans, even whole towns were
granted. Those granted towns were free from the controlled of royal authority.
Subsequently, the peasant community lost their jobs and its leads to declined, their
technology. The artisans migrated from the urban to rural areas. When the towns
declined the Brahmanas were migrated to the countrysides.
2.5 LET SUM UP
The recovery of Northern Black Polished Ware, Rouletted Ware as also Amphorae
fragments at port sites as well as at the site of Radhanagara indicate that Odisha was
participating in the Bay of Bengal trade mechanism operated with South East Asia,
China, West Asia and the Roman world. The rich archaeological material, revealed
from the archaeological excavations at port sites of Odisha such as Manikapatana
and Palur, speaks that in the process of trade mechanism Odisha established cultural
contacts with the Southeast Asian countries like Thailand, Indonesia, China, West
Asia, East Africa, Sri Lanka, Maldives as also the Roman Empire and took active
participation in the maritime activities of Early Historic Asia. The contacts of
ancient Odisha or Kalinga with Sri Lanka or Ceylon are immense and deserve
special attention. It is no exaggeration to say that Odisha was having a thriving
trade and ideological connections with Sri Lanka during the Mauryan period, if not
early.
The finding of imperial as also Kosala type of punch-marked coins further testifies
that Odisha, during ancient times, played a vital role in the socio-political, religious
as also the economic conditions of the Indian subcontinent.
From the archaeological evidences it is quite clear that Odisha was having a
thriving tradenetwork with the Southeast Asian countries and could establish
colonies in far off Indonesia, especially Bali. Besides, there is ample evidence of
exotic ceramic types in Odishan port sites like Manikapatana and Palur and
sporadic evidence of Chinese and Southeast Asian pottery as also some Roman
specimen like Amphorae and Rouletted Ware found in the entire Odishan coast.
The region of Odisha having vast deltaic plains and long coastline with rich mineral
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and forest products, which are the most essential components of urbanization. Both
internal and overseas trade routes were opened up, linking various urban centres of
South and Southeast Asia.
2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Write a note about Urban Centres of Early Odisha?
2. Write a note on asurgarh sites in Odisha?
3. Write a note on Second Urbanization?
2.7 SUGGESTED READING

6. S.C. Ray Choudhury, Social, Cultural and Economic History of India
(Ancient times).
7. C.R.Mishra and S.Pradhan, Manamunda Excavation; A Priliminary
Report
8. G.C.Tripathy and H.Kulke (Ed.), An account ofthe reign ofthe king
of Kataka, pp. 15-16.
9. P.Acharya, Orissan Archaeology and other essays, Vol.il, p.182.
10. K.C.Panigrahi, History and the legend, pp.35-36.
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UNIT-3: TRADE AND COMMERCE
Structure
3.1: Learning Objective
3.2: Introduction
3.3: Sources of the study
3.4: Agrarian Development
3.5: Development in Non-agricultural Activities
3.6: Shipbuilding in Odisha
3.7: Mercantile Trade in Odisha
3.8: Historicity
3.9: Ports of Odisha during the Ancient period
3.10: Ports of Odisha during the Medieval period
3.11: Article of Export and Import in the medieval Odisha
3.12: Conclusion
3.13: Check Your Progress
3.14: Let Us Sum up
3.15: Answer to Check your progress
3.16: Exercise
3.17: Suggested Readings

3.1: LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit the learners will be able to:


Understand the agrarian and non-agrarian development in Odisha through
ages.



Know the historical development of shipbuilding In Odisha.



Know the ancient and medieval ports in Odisha.



Evaluate the Import and export articles in Odisha.
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3.2: INTRODUCTION
In the Politico-administrative history of Odisha the absence of a single name in the
past denoting the whole of the present state is a major problem. Different parts of
present Odisha known in different periods in different names, even the extent of the
territory under went changes in different times. The history of Odisha dates back to
antiquity, its most famous old names being Kalinga, Kangoda, Koshala and Odra.
During Mahabharata period it’s entered into Aryan polity as a most powerful
kingdom. By the time of Mahavir Jina and Buddha, the Kalinga region on the entire
east coast of India acquired special fame and recognition. The history of Odisha
opens with the rule of Magadhan ruler Nanda; the Hatigumpha inscription of
Emperor Kharavela refers twice Nanda as a king. During the Succession of Maurya
ruler Chandra Gupta Maurya to the throne of Nanda, Kalinga did not form part of
the empire. Ashoka’s invasion of Kalinga was an epoch-making event of the ancient
period of far-reaching consequences. Indeed Ashoka conquered Kalinga but the
conquest itself changed the cultural history of India as a whole. The next great
epoch of Odishan history was the time of Kharavela who ruled in the first half of
the second century B.CE. After him the history of Odisha for several centuries
remain in dark. From Hiuen-Tsang’s account it is evident that Harsha’s political
sway extended to Odisha. Ptolemy, the Greek Geographer of the 2 nd century CE
testified to the existence of trade marts on the Odishan coast.
3.3: SOURCES OF THE STUDY
India i.e. Bharat Varsha is the centre of oriental study because it was the land of
Vedas from which spirituality, Yoga and Wisdom, the human civilization has
evolved and developed therefore, the latest study of the cradle of civilization is
going on in International level. Hence, the sources of Indian History are very
important for the ancient period the literary sources and Archaeology, inscription
including numismatics and foreign accounts are important. Among the foreign
account there were Greek writings, writing of Chinese travelers and Arab writers.
According to R.C. Majumdar the writing of the Chinese travelers to India form a
valuable supplement to the classical accounts three of them, Fahien (fifth Cent. CE)
Hiuen-Tsang and It-sing (7th century CE) are better known than others, and have
recorded their experiences in fairly bulky volumes which are happily preserved in
their original forms and have been translated into English. All three spent a number
of years in India and learnt its language. And the first two travelled widely almost
all over the country. In these respects they had an undoubted advantage over the
Greek travellers. But unfortunately for the historian of India, these eminent Chinese
visitors were all devoted Buddhist monks, whose journey to India was merely a
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pilgrimage to holy lands, and whose outlook was purely religious. Neither Fahien
nor It-sing refer to secular matter, except very incidentally nor do they ever
mentioned the name of the king or kings whose dominions were visited by them.
Hiuen-tsang is not so circumscribed but gives some interesting information about
his royal patron Harsh-Vardhan and other contemporary kings of India, he also
briefly refers to the political condition of the kingdoms through which he passed,
and devoted an entire chapter to the general account of India. These are no doubt
very valuable, but those of Fahien and detailed description of Buddhism in India its
rituals and practices, sanctuaries and monuments, sects and doctrines, scriptures and
tradition.
The Chinese travellers have rendered a great service by depicting the state of
Buddhism in India, but devote pilgrims as there were, their intense religious faith
imprisoned to a certain extent their rational instincts and power of impartial
observation. We must therefore be on our grand accepting as literally true all their
statement, especially those which concern the Buddhist faith in any way even when
based on personal observation. Their judgment on men and there was wronged, if
not vitiated, by an absolute and implicit faith in the superiority of Buddhism, and
the too intimate, if not exclusive, associated with men and institution connected
with that religion Buddhism alone loomed large in their eyes. Everything else
taking a subordinate and almost an insignificant place, such an attitude is hereby
compatible with recording an account that may be regarded as strictly historical.
3.4: AGRARIAN DEVELOPMENT
The soil was fertile and sufficient rain shower on Odisha. So, naturally agriculture
remained the primary occupation of the people rising of two or three crops in the
same land every year helped in production of food grains in a large quantity. The
people produced various crops like rice, wheat, barley, pulses, oil-seeds, cotton,
sugar cane, betel, tobacco, silk and tusar. The surplus production of food grains not
only draw maximum foreign exchange but also made rice available in plenty for the
consumption of the common people at a very cheap rate. Variety of green
vegetables and fruits were cultivated in Odisha. The people of Odisha learnt to
grow new crops like tobacco, new vegetables items like, Patato, Papaya and new
fruits like Pineapple, Cashewnut, Kamaranga etc., when they came in contact with
the Muslims. Spices of different kinds e.g. aniseeds, cumin, coriander, dill and
probably turmeric also produced here.
Cash crops grown in Odisha mention may be made of sugar cane, betel and cotton.
Alexander Hamilton also wrote about the cultivation of sugar cane in Ganjam in
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1708 CE. Production of silk in Puri has been referred by William Bruton in 1633
CE. One special herb named tussor, or tosar in Orissa was produced here. Tabacco
production referred by A. Hamilton, The manufacture of the different varieties of
milk product e.g., butter and ghee. The usual price of one sear of butter was less
than one anna after meeting the internal requirement it was exported to abroad.
3.5: DEVELOPMENT IN NON-AGRICULTURAL
During the MedievalMughal emperors Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb
prohibited liquor in India, but production of liquor continued in medieval India.
Sprit and fermented liquor usually prepared from mahua, flower, molasses and
other forms of refined sugar in Odisha during that period liquor was produced for
local-consumption so the rulers extracted maximum tax and revenue out of it. in
the medieval period textile industry was one of the main industries which draw
maximum employment to the peoples of Odisha. Cotton product holds the primary
place in Odisha. European traveler Peter Mundy (1630-1634 CE.) referred the
availability of various kinds of cloths that manufactured in Odisha. Different kinds
of cotton products were produced in Odisha. Balasore was the centre of trade in fine
white calicoes called sahas. Cessa
is a product of good quality of cotton
manufacture in Odisha. Nillae is a kind of blue cloth. The Peoples of Odisha are
very fond to wear this type of cloth. The main centre of cotton product in Odisha
were Mohanpur, Balasore, Soro, Bhadrak, Jajpur, Cuttack, Balikuda, Hariharpur,
Pipli, Puri, Ganjam and Gingely coast etc.
Lungi represents lungi in Hindi. It is primarily a Persian word lung or lunggi, it is a
scant or web of cloth to wrap round the body. Rumal is also having a word of
Persian origin means handkerchief Odishan people very delighted to wear these
kind of garments.Since time immemorial traditionally the affluent people had
fondness for luxury and semi-luxury articles. The emergence of rich merchant class
helped in the production of luxuries items which were in great demand. Hence
industries like textile, Jewellery, stone work, ivory work received highest demand.
The silk and cotton products of Odisha were exported in large quantity to abroad.
These exported products attracted the attention of the European merchants to
established trading centre in Odisha during the Muslim rules in Odisha. As a matter
of these innovative industrial activities considerably fullfil the internal demands of
Odisha and surplus items were experted to abroad. Though the product was
absence of technological and scientific labour-saving tools.
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3.6: SHIPBUILDING IN ODISHA
Balasore, Harishpur and Pipli were developed as the centre of ship building during
medieval period in Odisha. The ships were built at these centre or port for various
reasons like, (i) To make safe the eastern boundary of the Mughal empire from the
European traders. (ii) To check the intrusion of the Feringes (Assamese Pirates) and
other intruder into the coast of Odisha. (iii) Third reason may be the transport of
goods in ships from Odisha to the other part of Mughal India and abroad like
Ceylon and Burma. The trade piracy was so severe in Mughal India that during the
period of Akbar the Arakan Pirates Maggs and Feringes were frequently plunder
the Bengal coast. It is also in record that sometimes the captives were brought for
sale at Tamluk and Balasore port at high price. So a Mughal officer Shaista Khan
had order for the naval build up to crack down the Arakanase pirates in 1665 CE.
Ship builders and Artisan were brought to Balasore from different parts of India to
work for building ship and boat. So, Balasore emerged as an important centre for
ship construction. There were two important officers in charge of the Balasore port
one was engaged for ship construction and another to superintendent for port.
3.7: MERCANTILE TRADE OF ODISHA
in fact, Indian peninsula during ancient period was the cradle land of a rich culture
and civilization. This land was encircled by the blue water of Indian Ocean in the
South and gigantic Himalayas mountain in the North. Since time immemorial
glorious Indian culture and ethos touched its neighbor particularly South-East Asian
Countries. The current of cultural intercourse led to the implanting of age-old
Indian culture and civilization in the World in general and South-East Asis in
particular. Mythological study of ancient India shows that India had colonized
culturally the entire globe.
Odisha situated on the shore of the Bay of Bengal and had trade relation with
foreign countries from ancient period.
Since ancient periods, Odisha had its
reputation as a seafaring province. In its splendid ancient period, the ships of
Kalinga (Odisha) had played the significant role to established colonies in the
Indian Archipelago. Odisha's trade contact with South-East Asia can be traced back
to the Neolithic period. It is argued that shouldered adzes were brought from
South-East Asia through land routes via North-Eastern India. Archaeological
excavation at different places like Kuchai and Sulabhdihi in Odisha, Chirand and
Senuver in Bihar, Koldhima in U.P. etc, had highlighted the links with similar
Neolithic sites in Myanmar and Thailand. The findings at Sulabhdihi in present
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Sundargarh district of Odisha had produced carve resembling with shouldered pickadzes of South-East Asia.
The maritime trade of Odisha with other parts of globe brought a vast amount of
wealth to Odisha. The glories of Odisha in ancient time were perhaps due to its
maritime trade. It is true that, so long as the Hindu Kingdom of Odisha was
independent and the Hindu Kings provide incentive and extended imperial support,
the maritime trade was blooming and significantly added to the national wealth of
India. With the occupation of Odisha by the Muslims ruler in the year 1568 CE
some significant changes experienced in the economic sector of Odisha. The
lackluster imperial support, the apathetic nature of the Muslims ruler to the
economic prosperity of Odisha, their long absence from the Odishan headquarters
because of their pre-occupation in Bengal province, presented an indifference
atmosphere in the maritime trade of Odisha which had adversarial impact on the
economic prosperity of Odisha.
in fact, Indian peninsula during ancient period was the cradle land of a rich culture
and civilization. This land was encircled by the blue water of Indian Ocean in the
South and gigantic Himalayas mountain in the North. Since time immemorial
glorious Indian culture touched its neighbor particularly South-east Asian countries.
The current of cultural intercourse led to the implanting of age-old Indian culture
and civilization in the World over and South-east Asia also. Mythological study of
ancient India shows that India had colonized culturally the entire globe. Ashok, the
Mouryan emperor in third century CE sent his missionaries’ Sona and Uttara to
Subarnabhumi to evangelize the doctrine of Dhamma. Maritime trade of Indian in
the Far-east is corroborated by the Buddhist Jataka and Kathasarita Sagara which
elaborated the frequent voyages of Indian trader to Subarnabhumi. R.C. Majumdar
referred that Islam introduced by Indian trader in Bali, Java and in Sumatra. The
penetration of Islam into the Far-east was gradual and peaceful.
The unique geographical location of Odisha as the meeting ground of the North and
the South and its position near the sea gives an opportunity to its peoples for transoceanic trade. The region had a distinctive identity to its own it located on the shore
of the Bay of Bengal and had trade relation with overseas from ancient period.
Since ancient periods, Odisha had its reputation as a sea-faring state. In its splendid
ancient time, the ships of Kalinga had played the significant role to established
colonies in the Indian Archipelagos. It is said that the people of Odisha were the
explorer in colonizing the remote domain of Bali, Sumatra, Java, Burma, Siam and
many other places. P.P. Mishra is of the view that, “as far as Odisha's contact with
South-east Asia is concerned, its geographical location the Bay of Bengal provided
scope for maritime trade with this region. Odisha had flourishing ports like
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Tamralipti, Palura, Che-li-ta-lo etc. providing excellent sea-routes for external
trade. Its people were expert in maritime activities and the art of navigation was in
the curriculum of Kalingan princes”. The maritime trade activities of the its peoples
in ancient period is one of the fascinating chapters of historical study, of course, the
geographical situation proved conducive for the establishment of different
commercial and cultural interaction and all these activities were possible because of
the flourishing ports available during that period. Odisha's trade contact with Southeast Asia can be traced back to the Neolithic period. It is argued that shouldered
adzes were brought from South-east Asia through land routes via North-eastern
India. Archaeological excavation at different places like Kuchai and Sulabhdihi in
Odisha, Chirand and Senuver in Bihar, Koldhima in U.P. etc, had highlighted the
associations with similar Neolithic sites in Myanmar and Thailand. The findings at
Sulabhdihi in present Sundargarh district of Odisha had produced carve resembling
with shouldered pick-adzes of South-east Asia. These archaelogical findings reveal
the Odishan cultural and maritime trade contact with the entire globe since ancient
period.
Odishan maritime trade with other parts of world brought a vast wealth. The glories
of Odisha in ancient time were perhaps due to its maritime trade. It is true that, so
long as the Hindu Kingdom of Odisha was independent and the Hindu Kings
provide incentive and extended imperial support, the maritime trade was blooming
and significantly added to the national wealth. With the occupation of Odisha by the
Muslims ruler in the year 1568 CE. some significant changes experienced in the
maritime sector. The lackluster imperial support with apathetic nature of the
Muslims ruler to the economic prosperity and their long absence from the Odishan
headquarters because of their pre-occupation in Bengal, presented an indifference
atmosphere in the maritime trade of Odisha.
3.8: HISTORICITY OF SEA-VOYAGE
Rgveda is the earliest literary reference about the sea-voyages and its related
hazards of India. The adventures story of Bhuja, son of Tugra, in the middle of the
sea and his rescue by Asvin is one of such account. There are records of voyages of
peoples on high sea and ocean find in Buddhist Jatakas,Hitopadesa and Kathasarita-sagar stories. Arthasatra of Kautilya gives account of officer like
Navadhyaksa controlling maritime activities. Mauryan period witness development
of important ports in eastern and western coast and through which emperor Asoka
spread message to far off places like Egypt, Syria, Macedonia, Cyrene, Epirus and
Ceylon. Several Historian are of the believe that Ashok led a invasion against
Kalinga with main aim of controlling ports. Geography of Ptolemy gives indication
of well-developed ports on Indian coast including Tamralipti and flourishing trade.
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Periplus of Erythrean Sea, a work of 50 CE also corroborated presence of ports on
eastern and western coast with viable trade and commerce.
3.9: PORTS OF ODISHA DURING ANCIENT PERIOD.
Odisha having a coastline of 600 km and located between the two great deltic
regions of the Ganges on the north and Godavari and Krasna on the south has
played an important role in India’s trade contact. Odisha being a fertile and
strategically key place, its coastline from river Subarnarekha in the north to river
Riskulya in the south was dotted with several ports big and small. The Greek
Geographer, Ptolemy gives a list of ports on the Odishan coast e.g., Kambyson
(mouth of river Hugli), Manada (mouth of the river Mahanadi) ,Kannagara
(Konarka), Kartikardama (Khorda), Palin or Palura, Aphetarian (Possible Gopalpur
in Ganjam).Besides the ports mention by Ptolemy other ports on the coast of odisha
on the basis of literary description are Olandas (Balasore), candraval, Paradvip,
Astranga, Dosarne (Dhauli), Nanaigam (Puri), Kainapara, Khalakapatna,
Manikpatna and Kalingapatna. some the ports are inland and situated on the bank of
river.
Coast of Odisha studded with a number of ports and ports town which are not only
referred in the text but also substantiated by archaeological excavation and
explorations. Ports were required for overseas trade and commerce and attracted the
attention of the sea-farer. Odishan ports were developed at the strategic points and
served as the medium of export of articles and cultural intercourse In fact, the
maritime trade in Odisha was established through a number of ports, since ports
played the vital role for the sea-voyages the coastline of Odisha was spotted with
several sea ports few of them were natural one. Some of which are now difficult to
identify. The ports were life-line of the people of Odisha in trade and commerce. It
served as the medium of export and import. There were many ancient ports had
been referred by historian which played the crucial role for emergence of
prosperous maritime contact between Odisha and foreign countries. Since ports
were a pre-requisite for sea-voyages many natural ports grew up at strategically
place. Ports were centre of life of the peoples in commercial, cultural and political
arena and most importantly ports served as a medium of export of culture and
civilization. Some of the important ancient ports are highlighted as thus:
Tamralipti
Tamralipti was the most important port of the entire east coast of India situated at
the Odishan coast. It was the significant sea ports of India which was connected
both by land and river within India and foreign countries. During ancient period
Odisha had established maritime trade with foreign countries. From this port there
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was a regular sailing of vassals which proceeded along the coast of Bengal and
Burma and made direct voyages to the Malaya Peninsula and to the East-Indies and
Indo-China and beyond. It was the gateway of the daring sailors and missionaries.
Ships laden with cloth, silk and copper exported to far-off countries like Ceylon and
coast of Arabian sea. In order to control this port may be one of the reason of Ashok
to attack Odisha.India’s maritime contact with South-east Asia and China, in which
Odisha played an important role traceable to 3rd century CE on the basis of
inscription in Pallava Grantha script. Fahian, the Chinies travele who visited India
during Gupta period, he took sea route from the Tamralipti port on his back journey
passing through Ceylone and Java. Modern identification of Tamralipti is Tamluk
in Midnapur district of West Bengal, which was within Odishan empire till recent
past. It was located at the confluence of the river Rupanarayana and the Bay of
Bengal i.e, Lat..22” 17’ N and long.87” 57’E. The present name Tamluk is believed
to have derived from the name Tamalika.
Che-li-ta-lo / Manikpatna
Hiuen-Tsang the Chiniese traveler who visited India in 7th CE. had accounted
following description on his travelogue about the Che-li-ta-lo port that it was in the
Wu-ta (Odra) country. That it was near the shore of the Ocean in the South-east of
the kingdom that the town was above 20 li (5 miles) in circuit. It contains many
rare stone. Beautiful Buddhist monasteries were also traced them. He further states
“from where merchants depart for distant countries and strangers come and go and
stop on their way”. To draw out the identification of Che-li-ta-lo, many historians
had underlined different places for its identification but somehow, Manikpatna has
been resembled to the identification of the port Che-li-ta-lo, which logically proved
so far. Manikpatna was an important port, urban and trading centre for merchants
situated on the bank of water connects the lake of Chilika with the Bay of Bengal.
Discovery of Puri-Kushan coins from the vicinity of this port gives ancient garb.
Alexander Cuningham has identified Che-li-ta-lo as Charitrapura and has identified
it again with the town of Puri. The port of Manikpatna has been archaeologically
established as an international port.
Palur / Dantapur
The earliest reference of Palur as a port appears in the work Geography of Ptolemy
during second century CE who has named it as ‘Paloura’. It acted as a base for the
preparation of the map of Ptolemy and the only port of departure to the east on the
coromandal coast. S. Levi and J. Prazyluxky have identified the port of Palur with
another oft. referred port Kalinga i.e., Dantapura. According to them the word
Paloura was of Dravidian origin and was line with many such names ending with
‘Our’ or ‘Ura.’The word Paloura therefore, should be ‘Palu’ meaning tooth in Tamil
and ‘Ura’ or ‘Pura’ meaning city. Palur was one of the flourishing sea ports of
ancient Odisha. The earliest reference of Palur port appears in the Ptolemy’s
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Geography during 2 nd century CE. . Who has named it as Paloura. Nagarjunikonda
inscription of third century CE of Virupurushadatta (14th Regnal year) says it was
an important of maritime emporium Buddhist Jatakas identified Palur as
Dantapur.with these uncertainties the identification of the Palur is yet to be ascertain.
Pithunda
Pithunda was a flourishing sea coast port of Kalinga Kharavela hatigumpha
inscription mention it as a metropolis which Kharavela conquered in11th regnal
year. Uttaradhyana sutra of jaina mention pithunda mention as port town of kalinga.
Ptolemy refer a metropolis named Paithundra and locates it on the country of
Moisulia between the mouth of Moisoln (Godavari) and Manadas (Mahanadi) and
equi-distance from both. In this consideration it could be located somewhere near
Chicacole which could mean the same as kalinganagar, the capital of Kalinga.
Sonapur
It was an important sea port of ancient Odisha on the sea-coast of Ganjam district
where Bahuda river enters into the Bay of Bengal 20 km away from present
Berhampur city.Subsequently Bahuda river formed sands which create obstruction
to shipping for which port lost its importance. One point of time it was an important
shipping centre for the sailors.
Barua
Another important port of ancient Odisha was Barua or Barwah on the sea-coast is
about 33 miles south of present Berhampur city of southern Odisha. Now it is in
Andhra Pradesh, 6 km from Sompet and about 15 miles of to the east of the
Mahendra Mountain. The river Mahendratanaya which originates from the the
Mahendragiri flowing to the east falls in the Bay of Bengal near Barua.
Kalingapatnam
Kalingapatnam port was located in the mouth of river Nagavali in the Srikakulam
district of Andhra Pradesh. The name Kalingapatnam itself means the city of
Kalingans. It was simultaneously capital and port town of Kalinga. Archaeological
excavation conducted here suggested that it was a fortified city since third century
CBC.
Some of the other significant ports flourished in Odisha other then the above
mention may be made of the ports like, Dosarene and Khalkattapatna, which were
flourished in ancient period to established maritime trade contact with abroad.
Through excavation some of them have been discovered while many of them still
awaiting the finding which may further glorified our maritime heritage and above
all the port industry would be geared up for a better future.
Khalkattapatna:
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Khalkattapatna,lat.86’ 02’40’N and Long.19’51’13’E identified in Puri district of
Odisha.It situated 11km east of Konark in Puri district and is located in on the left
bank of Kushibhadra river which falls into the Bay of Bengal 3 km to the northeast.It is also true that the right bank of the river Kushibhadra forms a narrow
barrier of sand between the site and the Bay and serving as a groyne wall must have
provide the site with ideal landing facilities and protection from over flooding due
to storms.Excavation conducted by Archaeological Survey of India in 1984 have
reported that a brick jelly floor which might have served as a loading-unloading
platform and the recovered pottery consisted of Chinese celadon ware. Chinese
porcelain with blue floral design on white background, egg white glazed ware and
glazed chocolate ware all of foreign origin. The indigenous related pottery consisted
of dark grey; red slipped ware and stamped geometrical design have been found.
The Chinese fragmented cooper coin dated to 14th century CE have been
discovered. These discovery shows that Khalkattapatna was a port of Odisha
between the periods 12th to 14th centuries CE. and from where trader led their
mercantile journey towards South-east Asian countries.
Most of the ports flourished in Odishan coastline were inland ports located on river
banks to established maritime trade contact with abroad. Through excavation some
of them have been discovered while many of them still awaiting the finding which
may further glorified our maritime heritage and above all the port industry would be
geared up for a better future.
3.10: PORTS OF ODISHA DURING MEDIEVAL PERIOD
The mercantile trade in Odisha was established through a number of ports, since
ports played the vital role for the sea-voyages the coastline of Odisha was spotted
with several sea ports few of them were natural one grew up at strategic points.
Some of which are now difficult to identify. The ports were life centers of the
people of Odisha in economic sector. It served as the medium of export and import
of merchandise.
Odisha maintained its distinct identity of a fabulous maritime trade power during
the time of medieval period though some fluctuation occurred time to time due to
some internal rebellion posed threat to the stability to the Mughal empire in 16th and
17th centuries CE.. During the Muslims rule in Odisha, it retains the maritime trade
contact with foreign countries but this time especially with the European countries
like, Purtuguese, Dutch, Danish, English and French. Some of the important ports
which played the excellent role for maritime trade are underlined as under:
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Balasore
Balasore port located on the South of the river Budhaballanga was a flourishing port
during Medieval period because of its salt trade with Bengal and Madrass. It was
in 1514 CE the Portuguese had started a settlement at the ancient port of Pipli on
the Subarnarekha river 30 miles north of Balasore and in the 17th century the
Portuguese settlement was deserted from the firman of emperor Shahjahan and the
British had open their first factory here. During the medieval rule Balasore port
was the important for internal and external trade contact. For internal domestic
necessity in rainy season grains and other necessary goods were collected and
exported to other provinces through this port. Similarly, when the rainy seasons
were in full swing, salt, coconut, spices and other essential commodities of Odisha
were distributed to the other provinces of Mughal India during their extreme
urgency. The port Balasore was the important one which maintains trade link
among the provinces of India during rainy season because during that season the
road communication were not preferable due to dense forest.
During the medieval time in Odisha, Balasore port emerged as the most important
and prosperous port for maritime trade and for reception of ships from foreign
countries. Till the period of European sojourn to Odisha, Balasore port proved to
be an attractive one because it provides midway station for loading and unloading
of those cargo ships plying from remote European countries, It is true that, Balasore
was the most important port of Odisha during the period of the Muslims rule. The
traders were generally plied to foreign Countries from Balesore port and vice verse.
Harishpur and Pipli Port
There were certain others ports viz., Harishpur and Pipli port of Odisha also played
the vital role for the maritime trade contact with European and South East Asian
countries. Pipli port on the Subarnarekha river 30 miles north of Balasore. Though
the location of Pipli on the Subarnarekha, proved inconvenient owing to the silting
of the Subarnarekha mouth. Harishpur was also emerged as an important port of
Odisha It was during the time Muslims rule in Odisha, the European erected
factories at Harishpur, because of its location. Harishpur situated on the mouth of
river Patua. The European traveler Peter Mundi referred Harsepore (Harishpurgarh)
as a port. In the seventies of the seventeenth century the Dutch purchased calicoes
in huge quantity from Harishpur port. so commercial transaction took place in
Odisha from the port of Pipli, Balasore and Harishpur. In course of time it
developed as the centre of commercial activities. Ship building centre were open at
Harishpur, Balasore and Pipli. The commercial penetration by the Europeans to
these ports further improvised its importance as commercial and naval centre of
Odisha during the medieval period.
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3.11: ARTICLE OF EXPORT AND IMPORT DURING THE MEDIEVAL
PERIOD IN ODISHA
Economic prosperity of Odisha during the medieval periodspeaks of its outstanding
maritime trade contact within India and abroad. The income was taken as the main
root of attraction for trader. Inter-provincial trade of Odisha surrounded the places
like, Hugli, Patna, Masulipatam, Vizagpatam, Pulicat and Madrass. There are also
references available about the Odisha trade contact with places of Kerala and North
India. In the external trade sphere Odisha trader had maintained contact with
Persia, Maldives, Malaysia, Burma, Ceylone, Indonesia and China in Asia and
England in Europe. Therefore, it can be presumed that, as Odisha had its surplus
product in agricultural as well as in industrial sector. It could carry on interprovincial and external trade with abroad to gain more profit.
Articles of Export
A variety of different commercial crops or product seems to have exported within
India and foreign countries from Odisha. Articles which were exported like, spices,
betel-leaves, betel-nut, perfumes, coconut, aloes, white conch shells, drugs, iron,
jewels, ivory and ivory works of fine workmanship, cotton, silk fabric, paper, salt,
oil seeds, sugarcan, diamond and variety of agricultural product. During that time
Odisha famous for export of diamonds. Diamond seems to have plentily available
at Sambalpur region on the bank of the Mahanadi river. Salt was also plentily
produced in coastal Odisha. So it was distributed within India. We have reference
that, salt tax officers were appointed by the Gangas and Gajapati rulers to collect
taxes from salt traders and producers. It was from the ancient period elephant of
Odisha were very much prized by the neighboring provinces and abroad.
There were certain other products which were exported from Odisha like, Rice,
Hides, Jute, Timber, Horns, Feathers, Silver and Filigree works. The forest product
such as murobalam, lac, wax, vomica and resin were also exported articles. Fish
and dried fish were also exported from Odisha during the time of Muslim rule. All
these suggest that Odisha was the province of economically sound and its citizen
led the life of prosperity. Certain rare categories of birds like, maina birds of
Odisha were also exported to abroad from Ghanghat market of Odisha.
Articles of Import
scanty references available to trace out the imported articles of Odisha, if a country
managed to export such a long list of articles why it can be lagged behind to import
articles of necessity, though,. the main imported articles of Odisha from different
agencies traded in Odisha and from abroad were, textile products of different kinds,
rice, turmeric, ginger, salt, gingelly seed, butter, iron, sugar, stone-dishes, paper
(short and long), sandal wood, caltpetre, lead, quick-silver, vermillion, bread-cloth
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cowries, tobacco, species, nut-mega, various luxury articles and bullion were
imported into Odisha. There were certain other articles like, labanga, Chinese silk,
Chinese pottery, Roman pottery and pearls have also imported into Odisha,during
the Muslims rule in Odisha. Gold and Silver formed the most important articles of
import. The rise of bullion and its impact on the Odishan economic life was deep it
change from barter system to monetization of rural production of money-lending
business which further led to the growth of merchant capital in urban economy of
Odisha for which cash payments of revenue to the Mughal collecting officers was
possible and became easy on the part of the common people.
3.12: CONCLUSION
During the medieval period Odisha under the Muslims administration was exposed
to fresh distinctive ideas and cultures. The migration of the Muslims into Odisha
from other provinces of India, in course of time they taken Odisha as their native
place in this way they became Odanized by intermingling with the natives. The
entry of Muslims into Odisha with their new culture had deeply influenced the life
and manner of peoples of Odisha. The trade and commerce of Odisha during the
Muslims rule underwent innovative changes. The Muslim rulers and administrators
had introduced new official, new administrative measures and new crops. etc.,
which brought Odishan economy into the mainstream of Indian agrarian economy.
3.13: CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What were the early major cotton product centres of Odisha?
2. Which Buddhist text elaborates the frequent voyages of Indian traders to
Subarnabhumi.
3. Name five important ports in ancient Odisha.
4. Name two important ports in medieval Odisha.
3.14: LET US SUM UP




The people produced various crops like rice, wheat, barley, pulses, oilseeds, cotton, sugar cane, betel, tobacco, silk and tusar.
Variety of green vegetables and fruits were cultivated in Odisha.
Cash crops grown in Odisha mention may be made of sugar cane, betel and
cotton.
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During the Medieval Mughal emperors Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan and
Aurangzeb prohibited liquor in India, but production of liquor continued in
medieval India.
European traveler Peter Mundy (1630-1634 CE.) referred the availability of
various kinds of cloths that manufactured in Odisha.
The Peoples of Odisha are very fond to wear this type of cloth. The main
centre of cotton product in Odisha were Mohanpur, Balasore, Soro,
Bhadrak, Jajpur, Cuttack, Balikuda, Hariharpur, Pipli, Puri, Ganjam and
Gingely coast etc
The emergence of rich merchant class helped in the production of luxuries
items which were in great demand. Hence industries like textile, Jewellery,
stone work, ivory work received highest demand.
Balasore, Harishpur and Pipli were developed as the centre of ship building
during medieval period in Odisha.
The people produced various crops like rice, wheat, barley, pulses, oil-seeds,
cotton, sugar cane, betel, tobacco, silk and tusar.
Variety of green vegetables and fruits were cultivated in Odisha.
Cash crops grown in Odisha mention may be made of sugar cane, betel and
cotton.
During the MedievalMughal emperors Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan and
Aurangzeb prohibited liquor in India, but production of liquor continued in
medieval India.
European traveler Peter Mundy (1630-1634 CE.) referred the availability of
various kinds of cloths that manufactured in Odisha.
The Peoples of Odisha are very fond to wear this type of cloth. The main
centre of cotton product in Odisha were Mohanpur, Balasore, Soro,
Bhadrak, Jajpur, Cuttack, Balikuda, Hariharpur, Pipli, Puri, Ganjam and
Gingely coast etc
The emergence of rich merchant class helped in the production of luxuries
items which were in great demand. Hence industries like textile, Jewellery,
stone work, ivory work received highest demand.
Balasore, Harishpur and Pipli were developed as the centre of ship building
during medieval period in Odisha.

3.15: ANSWER TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1)
2)
3)
4)

See Section:
See Section:
See Section:
See Section:

3.5
3.7
3.9
3.10
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3.16: EXERCISE
1. Throw light on the agrarian and non-agrarian development in Odisha during
the early time.
2. What are the important ports of ancient and medieval Odisha? Highlight its
salient features.
3. Make a note on the articles that export and import to Odisha during the
medieval Odisha.
3.17: SUGGESTED READINGS

 S.C. Ray Choudhury, Social, Cultural and Economic History of India
(Ancient times).
 C.R.Mishra and S.Pradhan, Manamunda Excavation; A Priliminary
Report
 G.C.Tripathy and H.Kulke (Ed.), An account ofthe reign ofthe king
of Kataka, pp. 15-16.
 P.Acharya, Orissan Archaeology and other essays, Vol.il, p.182.
 K.C.Panigrahi, History and the legend, pp.35-36.
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Unit-4: TAXATION AND LAND REVENUE
Structure
4.0 Learning Objectives
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Todar Mals revenue settlement in Odisha
4.3 Check Your Progress
4.4 Let Us Sum Up
4.5 Answers to Check Your Progress
4.6 Suggested Readings
4.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to know:







Revenue Administration
Assessment of Todar Mall
Todar Mall’s Revenue settlement in Odisha
Revenue Collection in Odisha (1594-1707 CE.)
Mughals inventive Revenue Administration
Todar Mall’s Revenue settlement in Odisha

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The prosperity of Odisha with its better trading resources had enticed foreigner to
march and convert Odisha into an epicenter for battle. Internecine rivalries and
successive foreign invasion had an impact on the economic life of Odisha since
1568 C.E. when Sulaiman Karrani, the belligerent Afghan conquered Puri, Cuttack
and Balasore. Consequent upon the rapid expansion of Mughal empire during
Emperor Akbar, the Afghan could not succeed in controlling their hold over Odisha
for long period of time. In accordance with the strategy of the Akbar, his most
confident military general Man Singh conquered Odisha in 1592 C.E. and included
it into the Bengal Subah (Province). Thereafter, Odisha was divided into different
Sarkars viz., Jalleswar, Bhadrak, Cuttack, Kalinga Dandapat and Rajmahendri for
better administration. During the Medieval time Odisha was sustained for around
one and half century counted as the most significant period for its economic
prosperity.
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Revenue Administration
As left by the native rulers of Odisha, the revenue system retain its original
shape even during the Afghan rule for limited period of time. Afghan occupied
Odisha in 1568 C.E. and continued to rule till 1593 C.E. when they were
overpowered by the Mughals. Afghan system of revenue collection brought no
change so far prevalent in Odisha. Infact, a new modified revenue system came into
light when Akbar came to the Mughal throne. The new Mughal officers came to
Odisha and followed innovative measures for smooth collection of revenue by not
touching the sanctity of the Odishan royal households and the officers. The Raja of
Khurda conferred the rank of 3500 and his jurisdiction comprised Mahals, thirtyone Zamindars and around two hundred forts. The hill chiefs were directed to pay
their allegiance by paying a nominal tribute to the Mughal emperor.
After controlling all the area of Odisha the Mughal applied uniform form of
revenue collection directly from the inhabitant of the region which was called
Mughalbandi, and area of hill chiefs were named as Garhjat who acknowledged
Mughal sovereignty. The first revenue settlement of Mughal introduced in Odisha
by Todar Mall, a confident financiar of the court of Akbar in 1580 C.E. His system
of settlement based on measurement and valuation known as Taksim Jama and
Tankha Raqmi it was in 1594 C.E. practically applied in Odisha. Though, this
system did not direct any radical changes in the prevalent structure of revenue of
native rulers. For administrative convenience the names of administrative classes
and administrative units were persianised. The division formerly known as
Dandapat was titled as Sarkars. The Sarkar was divided into number of Praganas
and the Praganas into Taluks and Taluks into several Mouzas. There was no
revolutionary change brought out by the Mughals in Odisha in land revenue system
only persianised nomenclature introduced in it. During the Mughal rule, new
officials like, Subadar, Diwan, Fauzdar, Amil, Amin, Karori, Chaudhary, Qanungo,
Talukdar and Muqaddam were introduced into the land revenue administrative
system. As revenue constituted the main sources of imperial economy, so serious
attention was stress on revenue settlement, land measurement, revenue assessment
and collection was more organized, systematic and scientific one. Akbar’s
introduction of uniform land measure (Jarib), called BarahDasti Padika issue of
Patta to the payers of rent, fixation of Jamma in rupee and preparation of Rakaba
accounts in Persian language (as it was the court language) were some of the
praiseworthy features of the land revenue administration of the Mughals in Odisha.
On account of readjustment of the revenue units during the Mughals period
it was fluctuated time to time. The reason may be for better administrative
convenience. During Akbar reign Odisha was divided into five Sarkars comprised
nine Parganas besides nineteen Sarkars of Bengal were added to it. The
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administrative divisioins made during Akbar continued unchanged under Jahangir
rule. During Shahjahan period i.e., 1627 to 1658 C.E. the three old Sarkars were
divided into twelve new Sarkars which included thirty-twoMahals.
Under
Aurangzeb in 1688 C.E. Odisha was rearranged into twelve Sarkars and two
hundred seventy-sixMahals. The rearrangement of 1695 C.E. resulted in the
formation fifteen Sarkar with two hundred thirty-threeMahals and in 1700 C.E. The
fifteen Sarkar were cut down to thirteen Sarkars with two hundred fourteen Mahals.
It was further reshaped during post Aurangzeb period. Odisha was distributed into
twelve Sarkars with two hundred fifty-eightMahals All the administrative
redistribution was done for administrative convenience or for induction of new area
to the original territorial boundary. As references available to us from which we
count that, in 1580 C.E. the first revenue settlement of Odisha was made by Todar
Mall, the Diwan of Akbar. He initiated a classic regulation system for smoth
revenue collection. The chief features were as hereunder:
(a) Survey and measurement of land.
(b) Classification of land and fixation of rates. (40 dams equal to 1 rupee).
Assessment of Todar Mall
The Mughal broadly divided Odisha into two parts, the Garhjats or Killajats
under the Odia hill Chief’s who agreed to pay fixed annual Peshkash. The
remaining area under the direct administration of the Mughals was called
Mughalbandi, a portion of it was assigned as Jagirs. The revenue of the Jagirs was
not paid into public exchequer but was appropriated in lieu of their pay. The
revenue form the Khalisa or crown land was paid into State exchequer. Todar Mall
settlement was known as Taqsim Jamma and Tanqah Raqmi. Indeed, the land
revenue administration was given prime importance during the Muslims ruler even
under Aurangzeb reign, when the three Sarkars viz., Jalleswar, Bhadrak and Kataka
were found to be unwieldly for revenue collection.
It is strenuous task to
determine the annual revenue collected by the Muslim rulers in Odisha during the
period from 1594 to 1707 C.E. Various authorities have cited different figures at
different times as revenue of Odisha.
4.2 Todar Mall’s Revenue settlement in Odisha
Todar Mall, as he was the most efficient and trusted officer of Akbar’s reign he was
given full liberty to deals the revenue settlement in Odisha; accordingly, he divided
Odisha into five Sarkars consisting of ninety-nineParganas. They were cited as
under:
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1. Jalleswar Sarkar consisting of 28 Parganas assessment
Rs. 12,58,318
2. Bhadrak Sarkarconsisting of 7 Parganas assessment
Rs. 4,67,194
3. Cuttack Sarkar consisting of 21 Parganas assessment
Rs. 22,85,818
4. Kalinga Sarkar consisting of 27 Parganas assessment
Rs. 1,39,000
5. Rajamahendri Sarkar consisting of 16 Parganas assessment Rs. 1,25,000
Total 5 Sarkars
99 Parganas
Rs. 42,75,330
In course of the time Kalinga and Rajamahendri Sarkars were separated from
Odisha and joined to the area of the Golconda Sultan, therefore only 3 Sarkars
remained as the part of Odisha proper. During Shahjahan rule the revenue divisions
of Odisha were reconstituted it was divided into 12 Sarkars and 276 Mahals in
place of 3 Sarkars and 62 Parganas.
Reorganised revenue divisions of Odisha Subah during Mughals are as under:
1. Cuttack Sarkar – 100 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 19,86,156
2. Barua Sarkar– 9 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,21,490
3. Jajpur Sarkar – 5 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,27,208
4. Padshanagar Sarkar – 16 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 2,09,014
5. Bhadrak Sarkar – 19 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 4,02,131
6. Soro Sarkar – 15 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,97,814
7. Remuna Sarkar – 20 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 2,18,458
8. Basta Sarkar – 10 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,18,752
9. Jalleswar Sarkar – 22 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 3,99,602
10. Maljateah Sarkar– 21 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 3,08,855
11. Gualpara Sarkar – 28 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 6,83,218
12. Muscoory Sarkar – 11 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 1,88, 792
276 Mahals
Rs. 49,61,490
Odisha underwent further reorganization in 1707 C.E. It was divided into 13
Sarkars outof which following six Sarkars included in former Jalleswar Sarkar
were alienated from Odisha and included to Bengal.
Sarkar
1. Gualpara
2. Maljuteah
3. Muskoory
4. Jalleswar
5. Remuna
6. Basta
Total 6 Sarkars

Pargana
3
17
4
7
3
4
38 Parganas
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Rs. 1,14,609
Rs. 1,89,432
Rs. 25,285
Rs. 53,901
Rs. 23,272
Rs. 12,422
Rs. 4,18,921
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Revenue Collection in Odisha (1594-1707 CE.)
The following sources depicted the revenue returns of Odisha during the period as
mentioned above;
Year

Revenue of Odisha

1594 CE
1648 CE
711.
1654 CE
1665 CE.
1690 CE
1695 CE.
1695 CE
1697-1707 CE
1707 CE

Rs. 31,43,316 (Ain-i-Akbari, Vol-II) PP. 141-144
Rs. 50,00,000 (Abdul Hamid’s Padishah Nama) Vol-II, P.

1707 CE

Rs. 35,70,275 (Jagjivan Das)

Rs. 56,39,500 (Dastur-ul-Alam used by E. Thomas)
Rs. 72,70,000 (Bernier’s Travells) P. 437
Rs. 35,70,500 (Dastur-ul-Alam)
Rs. 43,21,025 (Dastur-ul-Alam)
Rs. 1,01,02,625 (Khulasat-ul-Tawarikh)
Rs. 57,07,500 (Manucci) II, P.404
Rs. 35,70,500(Ramusio)

From the above figures the revenue collection of Odisha from 1594-1707
C.E, it is perceivable that continuous rise in revenue from 1594 to 1665 C.E.
suggested the ability of the Mughal ruler to safeguard its economical structure,
though the lacuna that had crept in the apparatus of the state that once appeared to
be impeccable. Steady revenue collection of Odisha till 1665 C.E. came as a handy
for the Mughal rulers. From 1665 to 1707 C.E. there was marked decline in the
revenue collection in Odisha because of the peasant gradual resistance against the
mode of revenue exaction. Revenue was realized in rice or in cowrie shells.
Cowrie was the medium of exchange and all transaction was made through it.
Decline in the revenue collection due to the political instability,
misappropriation by the revenue collectors. The political disturbances in the centre
was reflected in Odisha too, the diwans and revenue officers took advantage of the
situation and misappropriated revenue. For example, during Aurangzeb reign one
Ibrahim Baxi misappropriated some villages to his controll and also embezzled
collection of his agents from a Paragana. We found minor increase in revenue
collection from 1690 C.E. on account of the measure undertaken by Aurangzeb and
during the time of Murshid Quli Khan (1703-1725 C.E.), the Subadar of Odisha and
Bengal he applied drastic steps to exact revenue and took strong action against
those who failed to pay the revenue on the due date. (18) To avoid defraud to the
government of its dues by the Collectors and Zamindars, the Subadar took severe
and harsh steps.
Peoples of Odisha were subjected to various kinds of taxes and duties during
the Medieval period. The peasant annual contribution to imperial exchequer was
varied between 34, 00,000 to 50, 00,000 moreover, 9, 00,000, per annum was
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collected as pilgrim tax from the peoples who visted Puri for Lord Jagannath
obeisance. Besides that, the Muslims ruler collects various abwabs or illegal cesses
which caused untold hardship to the Odishan peoples. Offering Nazar was a
common practice prevalent during those periods which were offered to the higher
ranking kings. Feudatory chiefs were also had to paid succession fees of around
10,000. This steps were ultimately worsened the economic condition of the Odishan
peoples. The trader, merchants were subjected to paid various taxes.
Simultaneously the traders had to bribe the higher officer in order to get trade
privilege they in turn raise the price of essential commodities for which ultimate
sufferer was the common peoples. Apart from the above, frequent natural
calamities like flood and drought caused far-reaching damage to crops.
The prosperity of Odisha with its better trading resources had enticed
foreigner to march and convert Odisha into an epicenter for battle. Internecine
rivalries and successive foreign invasion had an impact on the economic life of
Odisha since 1568 C.E. when Sulaiman Karrani, the belligerent Afghan conquered
Puri, Cuttack and Balasore. Consequent upon the rapid expansion of Mughal empire
during Emperor Akbar, the Afghan could not succeed in controlling their hold over
Odisha for long period of time. In accordance with the strategy of the Akbar, his
most confident military general Man Singh conquered Odisha in 1592 C.E. and
included it into the Bengal Subah (Province). Thereafter, Odisha was divided into
different Sarkars viz., Jalleswar, Bhadrak, Cuttack, Kalinga Dandapat and
Rajmahendri for better administration. The Mughals rule in Odisha was sustained
for around one and half century counted as the most significant period for its
economic prosperity.
The Mughals rule in Odisha from 1568 C.E. to 1751 C.E. is historically
more significant because Odisha under the Muslims rule and their administration
was exposed to fresh idiosyncratic ideas, thoughts and cultures. The migration of
the Muslims into Odisha from other provinces of India, in course of the time they
taken Odisha as their native place in this way they became Oryanized by
intermingling with the Odishan peoples. The influx of Muslims into Odisha with
their new culture had deeply influenced the life and manner of peoples of Odisha.
Mughals inventive Revenue Administration
As left by the native rulers of Odisha, the revenue system retains its original
shape even during the Afghan rule for limited period of time. Afghan occupied
Odisha in 1568 C.E. and continued to rule till 1593 C.E. when they were
overpowered by the Mughals. Afghan system of revenue collection brought no
change so far prevalent in Odisha. Infact, a new modified revenue system came into
light when Akbar came to the Mughal throne. The new Mughal officers came to
Odisha and followed innovative measures for smooth collection of revenue by not
touching the sanctity of the Orissan royal households and the officers. The Raja of
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Khurda conferred the rank of 3500 and his jurisdiction comprised Mahals, thirtyone Zamindars and around two hundred forts. The hill chiefs were directed to pay
their allegiance by paying a nominal tribute to the Mughal emperor.
After controlling all the area of Odisha the Mughal applied uniform form of
revenue collection directly from the inhabitant of the region which was called
Mughalbandi, and area of hill chiefs were named as Garhjat who acknowledged
Mughal sovereignty. The first revenue settlement of Mughal introduced in Odisha
by Todar Mall, a confident financiar of the court of Akbar in 1580 C.E. His system
of settlement based on measurement and valuation known as Taksim Jama and
Tankha Raqmi it was in 1594 C.E. practically applied in Odisha. Though, this
system did not direct any radical changes in the prevalent structure of revenue of
native rulers. For administrative convenience the names of administrative classes
and administrative units were persianised. The division formerly known as
Dandapat was titled as Sarkars. The Sarkar was divided into number of Praganas
and the Praganas into Taluks and Taluks into several Mouzas. There was no
revolutionary change brought out by the Mughals in Odisha in land revenue system
only persianised nomenclature introduced in it. During the Mughal rule, new
officials like, Subadar, Diwan, Fauzdar, Amil, Amin, Karori, Chaudhary, Qanungo,
Talukdar and Muqaddam were introduced into the land revenue administrative
system. As revenue constituted the main sources of imperial economy, so serious
attention was stress on revenue settlement, land measurement, revenue assessment
and collection was more organized, systematic and scientific one. Akbar’s
introduction of uniform land measure (Jarib), called BarahDasti Padika issue of
Patta to the payers of rent, fixation of Jamma in rupee and preparation of Rakaba
accounts in Persian language (as it was the court language) were some of the
praiseworthy features of the land revenue administration of the Mughals in Odisha.
On account of readjustment of the revenue units during the Mughals period
it was fluctuated time to time. The reason may be for better administrative
convenience. During Akbar reign Odisha was divided into five Sarkars comprised
nine Parganas besides nineteen Sarkars of Bengal were added to it. The
administrative divisioins made during Akbar continued unchanged under Jahangir
rule. During Shahjahan period i.e., 1627 to 1658 C.E. the three old Sarkars were
divided into twelve new Sarkars which included thirty-twoMahals. Under
Aurangzeb in 1688 C.E. Odisha was rearranged into twelve Sarkars and two
hundred seventy-sixMahals.The rearrangement of 1695 C.E. resulted in the
formation fifteen Sarkar with two hundred thirty-threeMahals and in 1700 C.E. The
fifteen Sarkar were cut down to thirteen Sarkars with two hundred fourteen Mahals.
It was further reshaped during post Aurangzeb period. Odisha was distributed into
twelve Sarkars with two hundred fifty-eightMahals. All the administrative
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redistribution was done for administrative convenience or for induction of new area
to the original territorial boundary. As references available to us from which we
count that, in 1580 C.E. the first revenue settlement of Odisha was made by Todar
Mall, the Diwan of Akbar. He initiated a classic regulation system for smoth
revenue collection. The chief features were as hereunder:
(a) Survey and measurement of land.
(b) Classification of land and fixation of rates. (40 dams equal to 1 rupee).
Assessment of Todar Mall
The Mughal broadly divided Odisha into two parts, the Garhjats or Killajats
under the Odia hill Chief’s who agreed to pay fixed annual Peshkash. The
remaining area under the direct administration of the Mughals was called
Mughalbandi, a portion of it was assigned as Jagirs. The revenue of the Jagirs was
not paid into public exchequer but was appropriated in lieu of their pay. The
revenue form the Khalisa or crown land was paid into State exchequer. Todar Mall
settlement was known as Taqsim Jamma and Tanqah Raqmi.Indeed, the land
revenue administration was given prime importance during the Muslims ruler even
under Aurangzeb reign, when the three Sarkars viz., Jalleswar, Bhadrak and Kataka
were found to be unwieldly for revenue collection. It is strenuous task to determine
the annual revenue collected by the Muslim rulers in Odisha during the period from
1594 to 1707 C.E. Various authorities have cited different figures at different times
as revenue of Odisha.
Todar Mall’s Revenue settlement in Odisha
Todar Mall, as he was the most effiecient and trusted officer of Akbar’s reign he
was given full liberty to deals the revenue settlement in Odisha; accordingly, he
divided Odisha into five Sarkars consisting of ninty nine Parganas. They were
cited as under:
1. Jalleswar Sarkar consisting of 28 Parganas assessment
Rs. 12,58,318
2. Bhadrak Sarkarconsisting of 7 Parganas assessment
Rs. 4,67,194
3. Cuttack Sarkar consisting of 21 Parganas assessment
Rs. 22,85,818
4. Kalinga Sarkar consisting of 27 Parganas assessment
Rs. 1,39,000
5. Rajamahendri Sarkar consisting of 16 Parganas assessment Rs. 1,25,000
Total 5 Sarkars
99 Parganas
Rs. 42,75,330
In course of the time Kalinga and Rajamahendri Sarkars were separated from
Odisha and joined to the area of the Golconda Sultan, therefore only 3 Sarkars
remained as the part of Odisha proper. During Shahjahan rule the revenue divisions
of Odisha were reconstituted it was divided into 12 Sarkars and 276 Mahals in
place of 3 Sarkars and 62 Parganas.
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Reorganised revenue divisions of Odisha Subah during Mughals are as under:
1. Cuttack Sarkar – 100 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 19,86,156
2. Barua Sarkar– 9 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,21,490
3. Jajpur Sarkar – 5 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,27,208
4. Padshanagar Sarkar – 16 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 2,09,014
5. Bhadrak Sarkar – 19 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 4,02,131
6. Soro Sarkar – 15 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,97,814
7. Remuna Sarkar – 20 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 2,18,458
8. Basta Sarkar – 10 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 1,18,752
9. Jalleswar Sarkar – 22 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 3,99,602
10. Maljateah Sarkar– 21 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 3,08,855
11. Gualpara Sarkar – 28 Mahals – assessed at
Rs. 6,83,218
12. Muscoory Sarkar – 11 Mahals – assessed at Rs. 1,88, 792
276 Mahals
Rs. 49,61,490
Odisha underwent further reorganization in 1707 C.E. It was divided into 13
Sarkars outof which following six Sarkars included in former Jalleswar Sarkar
were alienated from Odisha and included to Bengal.
Sarkar
Pargana
Revenue
1. Gualpara
3
Rs. 1,14,609
2. Maljuteah
17
Rs. 1,89,432
3. Muskoory
4
Rs. 25,285
4. Jalleswar
7
Rs. 53,901
5. Remuna
3
Rs. 23,272
6. Basta
4
Rs. 12,422
Total 6 Sarkars
38 Parganas
Rs. 4,18,921
Revenue Collection in Odisha (1594-1707 CE.)
The following sources depicted the revenue returns of Odisha during the period as
mentioned above;
Year

Revenue of Odisha

1594 CE
1648 CE
1654 CE
1665 CE.
1690 CE
1695 CE.
1695 CE
1697-1707 CE
1707 CE
1707 CE

Rs. 31,43,316 (Ain-i-Akbari, Vol-II) PP. 141-144
Rs. 50,00,000 (Abdul Hamid’s Padishah Nama) Vol-II, P. 711.
Rs. 56,39,500 (Dastur-ul-Alam used by E. Thomas)
Rs. 72,70,000 (Bernier’s Travells) P. 437
Rs. 35,70,500 (Dastur-ul-Alam)
Rs. 43,21,025 (Dastur-ul-Alam)
Rs. 1,01,02,625 (Khulasat-ul-Tawarikh)
Rs. 57,07,500 (Manucci) II, P.404
Rs. 35,70,500(Ramusio)
Rs. 35, 70,275 (Jagjivan Das)

Tieffenthaler

Rs. 35, 70,525
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From the above figures the revenue collection of Odisha from 1594-1707
C.E, it is perceivable that continuous rise in revenue from 1594 to 1665 C.E.
suggested the ability of the Mughal ruler to safeguard its economical structure,
though the lacuna that had crept in the apparatus of the state that once appeared to
be impeccable. Steady revenue collection of Odisha till 1665 C.E. came as a handy
for the Mughal rulers. From 1665 to 1707 C.E. there was marked decline in the
revenue collection in Odisha because of the peasant gradual resistance against the
mode of revenue exaction. Revenue was realized in rice or in cowrie shells.
Cowrie was the medium of exchange and all transaction was made through it.
S.C.De writes “During the Mughals rule in Odisha, the total revenue payable was
assessed in dams (coper coins), but it was originally calculated in cowries.
Decline in the revenue collection due to the political instability,
misappropriation by the revenue collectors. The political disturbance in the centre
was reflected in Odisha too, the diwans and revenue officers took advantage of the
situation and misappropriated revenue. For example, during Aurangzeb reign one
Ibrahim Baxi misappropriated some villages to his controll and also embezzled
collection of his agents from a Paragana. (17) We found minor increase in revenue
collection from 1690 C.E. on account of the measure undertaken by Aurangzeb and
during the time of Murshid Quli Khan (1703-1725 C.E.), the Subadar of Odisha and
Bengal he applied drastic steps to exact revenue and took strong action against
those who failed to pay the revenue on the due date. To avoid defraud to the
government of its dues by the Collectors and Zamindars, the Subadar took severe
and harsh steps. Khan-i-Duran wrote to Muhammed Jan. “If you fear that before
my arrival near Kataka, the Zamindars will carry off the crops, and then write
urging the amils to realized the dues and attach the standing crops. Appoint me to
guard the grain.” This show their harshness towards realizing the revenue.
4.3. LET US SUM UP
It is true that the peoples of Odisha were subjected to various kinds of taxes and
duties during the Muslims rule. The peasant annual contribution to imperial
exchequer was varied between 34, 00,000 to 50, 00,000 moreover, 9, 00,000, per
annum was collected as pilgrim tax from the peoples who visted Puri for Lord
Jagannath obeisance. Besides that, the Muslims ruler collects various abwabs or
illegal cesses which caused untold hardship to the Odishan peoples. Offering Nazar
was a common practice prevalent during those periods which were offered to the
higher ranking kings, subadars or officers. Feudatory chiefs were also had to paid
succession fees of around 10,000. This steps were ultimately worsened the
economic condition of the Odishan peoples. The trader, merchants were subjected
to paid various taxes. Simultaneously the traders had to bribe the higher officer in
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order to get trade privilege they in turn raise the price of essential commodities for
which ultimate sufferer was the common peoples. (20) Apart from the above,
frequent natural calamities like flood and drought caused far-reaching damage to
crops. So, the peasant class was normally left with hand to mouth despite of that
the people of Odisha during those time lived a life of economic self-sustaining.
4.4 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Discuss the Land revenue settlement of Todar Mall?
2. Discuss the revenue administration during early mediaval Odisha?
3. Discuss the Revenue Collection in Odisha (1594-1707 CE.).
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